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The Decision-Making Body 
John J. Kamerick, president of UNI, has a fulltime 
obligation of initiating plans and carrying out poli-
cies. He serves as UNl's representative for the 
Board of Regents, and works in close harmony with 
this body. His attendance at national education 
conferences is for the purpose of bringing suitable 
ideas back to UNI for the benefit of all concerned 
here. 
Dr. James G. Martin 
Vice-President and Provost 
6 ADMINISTRATION 
Dr. Thomas Hansmeler 
Vice-President for Student Services 
Dr. Robert Stansbury 
Vice-President for Adm. Services 
I.. 
Dr. Edward Voldseth 
Special Assistant to the President 
The IOWA STATE BOARD OF REGENTS 
Dr. Raymond Schlicher 
Dean, Extension and Continuing 
Education 
Dr. H. Ray Hoops 
Dean, Graduate College 
Back row: left to right: S. J. Brownlee, Mary Louise Petersen, Arthur Neu, Ann Jorgensen, Peter J. Wenstrand. Front row: left to right: 














College Of Social And Behavioral 
Sciences 
The College of Social and Behavioral Sciences is 
formed from seven units; Economics, Geography, 
History, Home Economics, Political Science, Psy-
chology, Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work. 
Al units share a concern for the understanding man 
in his social and economic relationships. 
Tailoring students measure and re-measure, check and 
cut. 
20 SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
Russ Hibbing spends an afternoon hard at work. 
Food and Nutrition class, thoughts of food service or last 
night's supper. 
Phi Alpha Theta And 
The Historical Association 
Front Row: Kent Klingman, Mark Young, Sarah Wood, Karma Anderson, Jeff Huepper, Joe Needham. Back 
Row: Billie Bailey, Sandy Staebell, Linda Ligouri, Linda Marsh, Dr. Donald Shepardson, Connie Hoifer, Thomas 
Best. Not pictured: Mark Goodman. 
Although Phi Alpha Theta and the Historical Association are small organizations in numbers of people, they 
are dedicated workers with a true interest in history. The annual book sale held amid rain and cold resulted 
with near record sales. The groups also sponsor an annual lecture series. This year it contained ten lectures. 
Professors from the campus deliver the lectures except for the Carl Becker Memorial Lecture which is given 
by a visiting historian. Dr. Eric Foner from City College, City University of New York gave this lecture entitled 
"Race and Class in Reconstruction." The Officers for 1979-80 were: Pres. Karma Anderson, V.P. Mark 
Goodman, Sec-Treas. Kent Klingman. 
The Pi Lambda chapter of Phi Alpha Theta at U.N.I. is open to students who have at least twelve hours of 
history credit with a 3.1 grade point average in those courses, and have a 3.0 gpa In at least two thirds of their 
other courses. The Historical Association is open to anyone with an interest in history. 
PHI UPSILON OMICRON ALPHA KAPPA DELTA 
HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 21 
22 SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
The School 
Of Business 
The School of Business seperated from the College of 
Business and Behavioral Sciences during the summer. 
Doctor Robert Walker became the Director of the 
School of Business and has made considerable 
changes in the school. The outlook is for a 
progressive future. 
The School of Business honors graduating seniors 
in the spring of each year. This past year the senior 
reconition banquet was held at Conway Civic Cen-
ter. Dinner was served, speeches were made and 
awards were given. 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 23 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Row 1: Connie Dutcher, Hseri Leeper, DeAnne Morgin, 
Julia Tekippe, Kathy Mickesell, Lynor Pease, Tammy Wil-
son. Row 2: Cathi Clark, Donna Tucker, Alan Tenney, 
Bob Fouche, Kathy Schantz, Beth Volberding, Larry 
Janssen, Barb Keppers, Brian Roth, Roger Goranson, 
Cindy Burgess, Julie Anderson, Mary Ann Bender. Row 3: 
Howard Newell , Lynor Pease, Kim O'Neal, Judy Barr, 
Ron Orr, Russ Howe, Ron Smith, Tim O'Brien, Terry 
24 SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Lynch, Larry Christ, Mitchell Hambleton, Greg Valley, 
Mark Courter, Doug Baldus, Roger Fish, Lynn Trask. Row 
4: Dave Philipp, Vicki Dass, Linda Koch, Brent Black, 
Teresa Hanson, Bruce Roth, Curt Solsma, Gerald Flem• 
ming, Brent Rolland, Brian Swenson, Tom McMahon, 
Greg Allison, Pat Lyons, Jeff Flemming, Gordon Tim• 
pany, adviser. 
The School of Business holds two open houses each 
year. During parents weekend and at graduation. They 
feel the open house is a good time for the students to 
bring their families and friends to U.N.I. and show 
U.N.1.'s many offerings. 
Marketing Club 
Top row- Ron Ramstad, Robert Huffman, Kevin DIiiy, Pat Stewart, Greg Valley, president, Jeff Fuevstenberg, Steve Vaught. 
Second row- Dave Zvostlik, Donna Witt, Saul Diamond, advisor, Lance Riggle. Third row- Diane Pape, Beth Volberding, Deb 
Schwarzkopt, Beth Matejcek, Diane Blake, Mike Mosher, Dave Siedenburg. Fourth row- Lori Harmening, Connie Schmitt, 
treasurer, Sue Helgeson, Dan Leese, Mike Zipse. Fifth row- Marty Junkins, Teresa Peiffer, Tracey Wolfe, Karen Heath, Joan 
Lensing, Kaye Schmidt. Sixth row- Ed Sykes, Mike Schoen, Moreen Fitzgerald, secretary, Anne Finch, Greg Allison, vice 
president. 
Pi Omega Pi 
Business Education Honorary: Front row L-R: Denise Mikels, Bob 
Fouche, Mark Courter, Roger Goranson, Larry Janssen, Kathy Schantz. 
Back row L-R: Donna McVey, Mary Pierce, Pam Navara, Denise Thomp-
son, Michelle Stasl, Kathy Broderick, Cindy Wrage, Brenda Hoover, 
Kris Hoover, Cindy Burgess 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 25 
College Of Education 
The College of Education has seven 
departments each concerned with 
some aspect of professional educa-
tion. The departments include: Cur-
riculum and Instruction, Education-
al Psychology and Foundations, Li-
brary Science, Physical Education 
for Men, Physical Education for 
Women, School Administration and 
Personnel Services, and Teaching. 
26 EDUCATION 
, 
In spite of being required for gradu-
ation, physical education courses 
are enjoyed by most. Courses are 




Daycare is provided by the University for students and faculty. Not only 
does it provide quality child care but also gives students the opportunity 
to work with children in a day care setting. 
Kappa Delta Pi was founded March 8, 1911 at the University of Illinois. It was formed to encourage certain ideals 
in education. They include; excellence in scholarship, high personal standards, improvement in teacher prepara-
tion, distinction in achievement, and contributions to education. Individuals are invited to become members of 
the society because of high records and an exhibited professional attitude which would enable one to grow in the 
field of education. Personal attitudes toward life and teaching are also considered. Selections are impartial 
without qualifications of sex, religion, race or color. 
Many people wonder what happens in Room 127 of the 
Education Center. Room 127 is a self-contained severely 
profoundly mult-handicapped classroom for five area 
pupils. The multi-handicapped classroom is part of Unit 
VI at Malcolm Price Lab School and offers an education-
al program emphasizing motor development, eating 
skills, and pre-language skill development. 
The classroom provides: 1) university students with a 
demonstration classroom for teaching techniques used 
with severely and profoundly multi-handicapped stu-
dents, 2) university students an opportunity to volunteer 
their service while participating in a learning experience 
for both themselves and the pupils, and 3) a teaching 
site for graduate students and speech clinicians. 
Volunteers have worked in the areas of art, adaptive 
physical education, eating skills, and swimming. The 
participation and hard work of the volunteers have been 
a very positive part of this program. 
Speech clinicians incorporate Stacey's crawling ac-
tivity with an eye contact program. 
30 SPECIAL FEATURE 
Above: Instructor Beth Kapp-Ferro positions Graham 
in his wheelchair before speech. Left: Speech clin ician 
Jan Woeste works with Graham on eye contact, a pre-
language skill. 
Graduate student Margie Marshall positions Stacey in an adapted chair 
before he begins his individual eating program. 
Beth shows swimming volunteers Deb Kieler and Pat La-
cina how to assist Stacey with his leg exercises. 
Physical therapist Bob Arnold trains fall semester classroom aide, 
Mararet Althof, how to move Graham from a supine to a side lie 
position. 
Instructor Beth Kapp-Ferro does a forearm weight-
bearing exercise with Jenny while Maragret models 
the exercise. 
SPECIAL FEATURE 31 
College Of Humanities And Fine Arts 
This college includes the departments of Art, Eng-
lish Language and Literature, Modern Languages, 
Philosophy and Religion, Speech, Speech Pathol-
ogy and Audiology, School of Music, the Learning 
Resources Center, and the non-instructional Broad-
casting services unit. 
32 HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 33 
Quixote 
By Cervantes 
Directed by F. Scott Regan 
Hugh Hastings (center) played the title role. 
Actors from left to right: Jule Luiken, Hugh Hastings, Matt Machula, and Dan deRegnier. 
34 THEATRE 
Theatre UNI Summer Presents 
Twelfth Night 
By William Shakespeare 
Directed by Thomas Carlisle 
Sir Toby Belch and Sir Andrew Arguecheek. Bryan Schlotfelt, Brian Worley, John Couture, and Jay Edelnant. 
THEATRE 35 
The Theatre UNI Summer also presented PIPPIN. The production was directed by Terrell Nicholson. 
Brian Worley crowns Corey A. Hansen. 
Brian Worley and the Players. 
36 THEATRE 
Jean Michaelson as Annie Sullivan and Teresa Kennedy as Helen Keller. 
Annie Sullivan teaches a group of blind girls. 
The MIRACLE WORKER was yet an-
other production of Theatre UNI 
Summer '79.The MIRACLE WORK-
ER tells the story of Helen Keller. 
THEATRE 37 
UNI Lyric Theatre sings its way 
through 110° IN THE SHADE. Di-
rected by John Pape. 
The leads of Starbuck and Lizzie Curry were played by Alan Cemore and Sue Connor. 




Phil Wilson as Nugget and Corey Hansen as Alan. 
EQUUS, the latin name for horse, is a controversial play 
by Peter Shaffer. Theatre UNI performed this psycho-
logical drama in February. The production was directed 
by D. Terry Williams. 
The horses were played by John Couture, Kelcey Stoehr, Phil Wilson, and Steve Kipp. 
THEATRE 39 
In November and December 
Theatre UNI presented THE 
PLOUGH AND THE STARS by 
Sean O'Casey. The show 
mocks the heroic view of life 
by showing the brutality of war 
through the realistic eyes of 
working class Irish women in-
stead of through the haze of 
sentimental patriotism. The 
production was directed by 
Thomas Carlisle. 
Brad Carberry, Stephen L. Jessen, and Elizabeth Davis. 
40 THEATRE 
Carla Hemrich as Mrs. Gogan and Diane Alberhasky as Mollser. 
,-
THEATRE 41 
All That Jazz 
42 HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 43 
Wind Ensemble 
University Chorus 
44 HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT (or least it helps) 
Fine Arts students practice long hard hours perfecting 
their talents. 
46 
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA ALPHA UPSILON CHAPTER 
Front Seated: Deb Hill Chaplain, Kim Stone. Row 1: Amy Block, Nancy VanDenover, Deb Meyer, Connie Tucker, Anne 
Fosse, Pam Pals, Lise Lambert, Merilee Johnson, Karin Harfst, T. Leigh Olson, Jerry Arras, Diana Rother, Cindy 
Jensen, Patty Fruffy, Cindy Mace, Jill Dominy. Row 2: Ellen Dostal, Cheryl Gullett, Pam Thayer, Lori Blauwet, Cathy 
Collinge, Barb Bilidt, JoAnne Fosselman, Mary Dunn, Angie Quint. Not Pictured: Laura Knutzen. 
DELTA SIGMA RHO DEBATE THETA ALPHA PHI DRAMATIC ARTS 
TAU BETA SIGMA 
Row 1: Kristie Naeve V.P., Joyce Treinen Pres., Julie Ecklund Sec., Row 2: Mr. William Shepherd, adviser, Diane Eichman, Pat Cahoy, Karen Mac Vey, Treas., Dr. Karl Hoivik adviser. Tau Beta Sigma is an honorary music service 
sorority. The U.N.I. Chapter, Zeta Nu, was established on the U.N.I. campus on March 3, 1979, to provide service for the bands, and has the distinction of being the only Chapter of the Sorority in Iowa at the present time. 
Mu Alpha Sinfonia Music Sigma Delta Pi Spanish 
47 
48 NATURAL SCIENCES 
College Of Natural Sciences 
The College of Natural Science attempts to 
perform the basic academic functions of 
instruction, research and service. There are 
six instructional departments in the col-
lege, they include Biology, Chemistry, 
Earth Science, Industrial Technology, 
Mathematics, and Physics. Majors and mi-
nors are available in all departments on 
both teaching and liberal arts programs 
leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree. 
Since science education does involve the 
cooperation of a number of departments, a 
Science Education Coordinating Commit-
tee functions in promoting this coopera-
tion. 
The degree of Bachelor of Technology may be 
earned with Majors in The Department of Industrial 
Technology. This degree provides educational ex-
perience for those who wish to work as technolo-
gists in industry or as teachers in trade and techni-
cal schools. 
Spring In Winter 
The green houses provide a sharp contrast to winter for 
UNl 's botany students. 
NATURAL SCIENCES 49 
Computer science provides students with an op-
portunity to prepare for jobs in a variety of fields. 
Computer terminals are now in nearly every 
building on campus. Even parts of the yearbook 
were prepared by computers. 
50 NATURAL SCIENCES 
Labratories make the textbook come to life. It 
seems that every experienced "labber" has a hi-
larious version of the time the lab burned. 
51 
52 NATURAL SCIENCES 
Seminars and studying help students ex-
pand their knowledge of their fields. 
They also provide an opportunity to learn 
other points of view or perhaps just a 
fresh way to present information. 
NATURAL SCIENCES 53 
54 NATURAL SCIENCES 
Industrial Technology Club 
Front Row- Joe Filippelli, Kevin Chederquist, Pat Wolter, Steve Staples, Lester 
Wright, Middle-Steve Tanner, Clark Conner, Kevin Delephant, Jon Bachman, David 
Lies, Back- Dr. Roger Betts, Mr. David Gore, Ms. Jeanne Weber. 
Art Students Work To Perfect Their Craft 
HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 55 
KUNI IS 0 
56 HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
N THE AIR 
HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 57 

· SPECIAL EVENTS 
6Q GRADUATION 
Graduation 
May 19, 1979 
GRADUATION 61 
W1rr--, 







31,4, In the 
UNI-dome. 
This year UNI 
presented 
Jerry Lewis 






































Sha Na Na 
SHA NA NA 69 
Fleetwood Mac 
In The UNI-Dome 
December 1, 1979 
Photos compliments of Dan Grevas 
70 FLEETWOOD MAC 
A flock of 25,547 people attended 
the Fleetwood Mac Concert Decem-
ber 1. This set a new indoor concert 
attendance record for Iowa. 
FLEETWOOD MAC 71 






Welcome To My Nightmare 
ALICE COOPER 73 
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Men's Glee Club 
Christmas 
Variety Show 

















ABOVE RIGHT: UNISA Councll: Row 1; Brian Masters, 
Kyle Thomas, Steve Everman, Sue Hatcher. Row 2: 
Lynnetta Pearson, Judy Albertson, Carol Lamb, Mark 
Horan, Dave Peters, Dave Finer. Row 3: Lori Lonnlng, 
Mike Moore, Chris Gammack, Mark Cullen, Pam 
Jones, Eric Horstmann. Row 4: Advisor Dr. Thomas 
Romanln, Chris White, Craig Lanthrop, Joe Otting, 
Greg Steele. BELOW RIGHT, EXECUTIVE COUNCIL: 
President Craig Lathrop, V.P. of Academics, Greg 
Steele, V.P. of Administration, Lynnetta Pearson, V.P. 
of Programing, Chris White, V.P. of Finance Carol 
Lamb. 
82 UNISA 
Residence Hall Association 
Row 1: Lori Muhlenbruch, Gall Brlddle, Shelly Gerard, Deb Orth, Cindy Dingman, John Dockendorff, Lisa Llckllder, Steve Koeneke. Row 2: Vicki 
Dass, Sue Broghammer, Dave Lehman, Tom Cate, Steve Wllgenbusch, Dan Kenaley, Sue Woodruff, Roger Fish, Cathy Carter, Mary Gannon, Row 
3: Terri Peterson, Kent Klingman, Mike Johnson, Tom Eachus, Al Peterson, Val Kies, Brian Ruggeberg, Kevin Swartz, Sue Dvhrkopf, John Langin. 
RHA 83 
Members: Karen Kuebler (Pres.), Jane Drew (V.P.), Jean 
Siebels (2nd V.P.), Kris Johnson (Sec.), Michele McKeon 
(Tres.), Gwenn Caple (Scholarship), Lynetta Pearson 
(Act.), Sandy Buser (Ways & Means), Jamie Canada (Spir-
84 PANHELLENIC COUNCIL 
Panhellenic Council 
it), Lisa O'Connel, Mary Evans, Bev Gorman, Deb Bryson, 
Tami Wagner, Sue Boyle, Diane Badbois, Sha Winterhoff 
Lisa Bi;lingsly, Marla Simdorn, Mary Ann Martins. 
Inter Fraternity Council 
Members: Chad Farner (V.P.), Jim Olson (Treas.), John 
Hoffman, David Vognsen, Dan McDowell, Tim Neumann, 
Budge Johnson, Jeff Pries, Scott Lewis, Stuart Smith, 
Doug Freyer, Doug Hanson, Bob Wegand, Dan Fltzpa-
trick, Steven Adams (Sec.), Dan Stanlslav, Steve Mel-
drem, Scott Jessen, Jodie Gordon, Doug Merbach, Larry 
Herzog (Pres.). 
INTER FRATERNITY COUNCIL 85 
Row 1: Kathy Kopernik, Beth Treloar, Cindy Wrage, Tom 
McGiverin, Elizabeth Orth, Jenny Helgerson, Kathy In-
gersoll, Eileen Mielenhausen, Michelle Meyer, Ralene 
Reyer. Row 2: Kim Beyer, Susan Rickenberg, Kathy 
Schmitt, Tammi Gord, Diane Eichman, LuAnn Engebret-
son, Teresa Snyder, Jimmy Fosselman. Row 3: Joe An-
garan, Lori Meyer, Pam Bradner, Daren Nissen, Dawn 
Grivens, Linda Snollenberg, Evelyn Roth. Row 4: Cathy 
86 TOMAHAWK 
Tomahawk 
Nefzger, Sue Artley, Vickie Blaisdell, Doris Burkle, Sue 
Zabel, Patsy Banwart. Not Pictured: Jane Miller, Jean 
Murray, Joan Radloff, Linda Thilges, Jo Ann Vannini, 
Kristie Naeve, Julie Wass, Thereas Breuer, Donna Jen-
sen, Marcia Koppedryer, Teresa Orttina, Joel Schutta, 
Tammy Byrd, Mary Mertz, June Zeiser, Linnae Krull, 
Anita Doehrmann, Penny Hardt, Brenda Hoover, Jana 
Jennings. 
Purple Arrow 
Members: Tjodi Hensing, Michelle Stasi, Patsy Banwart, 
Virginia Edson, Jeanette Hade, Camille Campbell, Jane 
Zeiser, Keeley Mooney, June Frisk, Mary Ellen Krapfl, 
Lauri Netz, Janis Chapman, Brenda Schwartz, Julie 
Klein, Maney Freund, Mary K. Werthman, Barb Mengler, 
Diane Groe, Jack Ingle, RaeAnn Thomas, Maggie Eash, 
Lynne Prusha, Jane Gingerich, Karma Anderson, Lori 
Alexander, Jolene Withers, Janell Grapp, Georgia Fullen-
worth, Lori Fox, Susan Rickenberg, Diane Bries, Bonnie 
Peterson, Donna Jensen, Kandi Rehmke, Georgia Norris, 
Carole Jean Kann, Lynn Wilson, Linda Kirdhoff, Linda 
Boe, Teri Nichols, Jill Franker, Kelly Benning, Craig 
McCollam, Janet Post, Glen Bainbridge, Linda Thilges, 
Lauri Hill, Chris Meeske, Teresa Peiffer, Nancy Frantum, 
Kay Sacquintine, Valeri Hansen, Kathy Mikesell, Joan 
Welsh, Elaine Hood, Pat Lacina, Cathy Klima, Julie Eck-
lund, Sue Criswell, Tracy Sanches, Brad Hurd, Betsy 
Orth, Kim Johnson, Amy White, Cheryl Klapping, Molly 
Poking, Janie Bags, Deanna Yilek, Cathy Crowl, Meg Hu-
sen, Cathy O'Brien, Debbie Lown, Lynne Green, Jill 
Sandy, Tam Cochran, Becky Hauser, Susan John, Cindy 
McDonald, Kris Jones, Dan Curran, Karen Ewaldt, Jan 
Gottschalk, Susan Moore, Kim Fokers, LeAnn Friederich, 
Nancy Woestman, Laura Creagh, Janet Barry, Michelle 
Ruba, Kathy Weaver, Joanie Fox, Peggy Casey, Linda 
Hansel, Sue Zabel, Michelle McMahon, Marcia Schrader, 
Trish Ruark, Cheryl Wall, Kathy Broderick. 
PURPLE ARROW 87 
UNI-Alumni Association 
Sustaining strength and unity among alumni for continued 
excellence in education 
Bob Justis, Assist. for Development, Elly Leslie, Assit. of 
Alumni Services, and Lee Miller Director of Alumni Ser-
vices and Development, strive to "KEEP IN TOUCH" with 
88 ALUMNI SERVICES 
thousands of alumni from coast to coast and around the 
world. 
UNI Folk Dance Club 
Row 1: Sue Zabel, Todd Isaacson, Barb Dralle. Row 2: Chris Morris, 
LaMont Mommer, Patty Vonahsen, Lisa Manternach, Patty Campbell, 
Paul Wells, Linda Bishop, Eric Berg, Sue Schellenberg, Rob Berry, Liz 
Maxey, Dave Mattke, Rae Starr, Gary Sanders. 
FOLK DANCE 89 

Religious Organizations 






ISEA enables anyone interested in 
teaching to meet with others who 
have similar interests and to be-
come familiar with obligations and 
opportunities future teacher have. 
President-Jim Wyllie, Vice-Presi-
dent-Caron Gleason, Secretary-Rose 
Bradley, Treasurer-Dave Curry. 
Student Reading Association 
STUDENT READING ASSOC. 93 
Ethnic Minorities 
Cultural Center 
The Ethnic Minorities Cultural and • 
Educational Center was opened in 
1971. The center is set up to meet 
needs of Native American, Mexican-
American, and Afro-American stu-
dents. The program format in-
cludes workshops, lectures, recep-
tions, concerts and informal 
monthly student mixers. The cul-
tural center also sponsors Thanks-
giving and Christmas celebrations, 
Black History week, and an athletic 
tournament. The Center keeps reg-
ular hours and is open to the stu-
dent body. It offers a conference 
room, reading room where students 
can come to relax. 
Above Left: Cultural Center. Above right, 
near and far right: Soul Bowl. 
94 ETHNIC CENTER 
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International Students Bring 
A Part Of Their World 
To Our World 
With Their Annual Food Fair 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 95 
96 OLD GOLD 
The 1980 Old Gold staff burnt plenty of 
midnight oil working on the book. All of 
our staff is involved in many extracurrl• 
cular activities, including the time they 
devote to their studies and to the produc• 
tion of this book. The editors are pie• 
tured above. From right to left, they are; 
Barb Morris, Barb Keppers and Lori Jess. 
To the left are photographers Russ Hib-
bing and Kris Thompson. Not pictured 






Northern Iowan Keeps Us Informed 
NI Staff: Sue Lentfer, Production I; Glenn Pfitzenmaier, 
Assoc. News Editor; Mary Cahill, Managing Editor; Kevin 
Knickrehm, Executive Editor; Lori Meek, Arts and Enter-
tainment Editor; Meta Gaertnier, News Editor; Larry 
Fish, Pate-up; Karen Long, Proof-reader; Mike McKinlay, 
Sports Editor; Not Pictured, Bill Cannon, Assoc. Sports 
Editor. 
















Field hockey is a continuous 
running game utilizing for-
mations similar to soccer 
with 11 players. The game is 
played with hockey sticks 
made out of laminated 
wood. The left side of the 
stick is flat and the right 
side rounded. The challenge 
of the game is based on the 
simple fact that only the flat 
side of the stick may be 
used. 
. . .. . . , . 
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102 FIELD HOCKEY 
FIELD HOCKEY 103 
Women's Swimming 
104 WOMEN'S SWIMMING 
MEN'S SWIMMING 




With nine returning gymnasts the men's squad is strong 
this year. Four freshman help to round-out the team. 
The men compete on six areas with variations in some. 
They include the vault, pommel horse, parallel bars, 
rings, horizontal bars, high bars, and floor exercise. Sev-
en women return and four others join the women's 
squad. Women perform in four different areas; floor 
exercise, vault, beam, and the uneven parallel bars. 
Gymnastics 
Front row L to R; Jo Carstenson, Candy Welbes, Sara Wright, Kathy Keefe, Mary Danielson, Second row; Jill Dollar, Jenny Ball, Mary Brietbach, 
Rochel Rittgers, Maureen Doud, Cindy Cook, Third row; Kevin Sindelar, Dave Ponder, Don Kohl, Jerry Ask, Steve Hangartner, Fourth row; Coach 





110 MEN'S BASKETBALL 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 111 
Women's Basketball 
112 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 113 











First row, L to R; Julie Powers, Anne Beitzel, Sue Potts, Lynne Goedken, Mary Kay Swanson, Teresa Langguth, Second row, L to R; Lisa MIiier, Lisa 
Schlueter, Kate Witte, Jenniger Arney, Tammy Pettit, Pam Lehman. 
116 VOLLEYBALL 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
L to R; Lautrle Speltz, Kim Brown, Candy Block, Renee Dresback, Lisa MIiier, Mary Ann Greteman, Joan Marten, Rae Starr, Deb Burg 
MEN'S GOLF 
Bottom row, L to R; Andy Butenbach, Brian Buntenbach, Mike Cardin, Larry Gladson, Tom McCann, Jerry Pape, Jeff Textor; Middle row; Dave 
Teeling, Bret Madson, Dennis Rommann, Steve Shubert, Bill Sutton, Pat Roan, Doug Griggs; Top row; Kim Gicoff, Rick Erickson, Gary Cool, 














Kneeling: Georgia Norris, Paula Vanderbeek, Terri Leisinger, Janet 
Francke, Sue Tarr, Julie Bartlett; Second row: Deb Householder (man-
ager), Janelle McBride, Colleen Howard, Linda Hurt, Stacy Roberts, 
Linda Iliff, Sheryl Sigmund, Barb Miller, Carol Krabbenhoeft, Kathy 
118 WOMEN'S TRACK 
Kenney, Kathy Kessler; Third row: Donna McGohan, Michelle Bohlken, 
Nita Marsh, Joan Sexton, Tracy Wentzlen, Mary Beth Linehan, Shirley 













Delta State 4-5 
MIiisaps 2-7 





West Florida 9-0 
Naval Air Station 2-7 
South Alabama 6-0 
New Orleans 1-5 










Northern Illinois 4-5 
Iowa State 1-8 
Drake forfeit win 
Marycrest 9-0 
St. Ambrose 3-6 
SPORTS 119 











2 Northern Illinois 6 
4 Central Michigan 7 
2 Arkansas State 6 
1 Northern Illinois 13 
1 Kansas 11 
0 Central Michigan 13 
0 East Tennessee State 3 
3 Central Michigan 15 
1 Iowa 11 
0 Iowa 2 
3 Iowa 9 
1 Iowa 14 
10 Upper Iowa 6 
2 Upper Iowa 3 
15 Coe 8 
2 Wartburg 13 
14 Wartburg 4 
3 Dubuque 4 
6 Dubuque 4 
6 Dubuque 3 
6 Dubuque 3 
12 Dubuque 1 
3 Briar Cliff 2 
(10 Innings) 
6 Briar Cliff 2 
6 Briar Cliff 0 
5 Briar Cliff 2 
9 Central 2 




































Go For It!! 
SPORTS 123 
124 SPORTS 
Grueling Practice Sessions Go Into 



















4,6 Wartburg 7,5 
10 Wichita State 2 
2 Nebraska-Lincoln 5 
5 Wayne State 4 
1 Emporia State 6 
1,5 Drake 0,1 
6,6 St. Cloud State 3,5 
5 Minnesota 7 
2 Minnesota JV 3 
0,4 Iowa State 1,3 
15,5 Luther 5,4 
2,10 Mt. Mercy 3,6 
1,8 Loras 0,2 
Districts 
-1st Luther 2 
7 Upper Iowa 2 
5 Wartburg 2,1 
8,3 Grandview 3,1 
1,2 
State Iowa Wesleyan 0 
2nd Iowa State 0 
8 WIiiiam Penn 1 
5 Drake 1 (12 Inn.) 
3 WIiiiam Penn 5 (8 Inn.) 



































South Dakota State 64 
South Dakota 63 
Iowa State 80 
Eastern Illinois 85 
Luther 57 
Drake 77 
Northern Illinois 84 
WIiiiam Penn 91 
Western Illinois 84 
Emporia State 93 
Pittsburg State 79 
Northwest Missouri St. 79 
Eastern Illinois 100 
Western Illinois 89 
St. Ambrose 65 
Nebraska-Omaha 73 
Marycrest 57 
St. Cloud State 67 
WIiiiam Penn 77 
Luther 50 
Loras 57 
South Dakota 89 (ot) 
St. Ambrose 85 
Women's Track 
Iowa Invitational 3rd of 4 
UNI Indoor Invitational 5th of 6 
Luther Dual UNI 81-Luther 41 
Central Invitational 3rd of 9 
Northern Illinois 
Invitational 2nd of 9 
Central Triangular 2nd of 3 
Wisconsin-River Falls 
Invitational 1st of 8 
IAIAW State Meet 2nd of 13 
XIAIW Regional Meet 14 of 21 
SCOREBOARD 
Men's Basketball Wrestling 
UNI OPPONENT UNI OPPONENT 
72 Wisconsin-Lacrosse 73 39 Cleveland State 7 
38 Kansas State 84 42 Wartburg 4 
46 Iowa 78 37 Luther 6 
79 Winona State 45 3 Iowa 41 
83 Morningside 47 23 Louisiana State 23 
68 Cornell 51 44 Augustana 2 
78 Western Michigan 63 39 Florida International 9 
68 Loras 57 40 Carson Newman 3 
66 New Orleans 71 43 Central Florida 7 
64 Centenary 65 15 Auburn 26 
57 Arkansas State 71 15 Georgia 19 
54 Augustan a 71 16 Kentucky 25 
69 Valparaiso 55 9 Iowa State 24 
53 Eastern Illinois 77 39 Central Missouri 5 
84 Western Illinois 71 42 Northeast Missouri 3 
96 St. Ambrose 61 16 Athletes In Action 31 
69 Youngstown 72 37 Winona State 3 
58 Northern Michigan 67 21 South Dakota State 16 
78 Southeast Louisiana 68 31 Augustana 8 
64 Northern Michigan 71 41 Mankato State 5 
67 Western Illinois 63 24 Minnesota 14 
46 Eastern Illinois 47 
56 Illinois State 77 
Football 
UNI OPPONENT 
0 Minnesota-Morris 13 
11 Northern Michigan 7 
21 North Dakota State 10 
15 Nebraska-Omaha 39 
00 Youngstown State 29 
20 Akron 17 
38 Western Illinois 25 
7 South Dakota State 14 
10 Eastern Illinois 7 
23 South Dakota 9 
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Bartlett 
Hall 
Bartlett Hall was built in 1914 with a 
second edition added in 1924. The total 
cost of both units was $485,000. Bartlett 
was originally a womens dormatory but now 
is being used as a coeducational graduate 
and undergraduate hall. There are ten 
houses in Bartlett which are named after 
American Indian tribes. 
Apache House 
Row 1: Ernie Bolibaugh, Mike Jones, Brad Nordyke, David Lehman, Greg Thompson, Ken Rowe, Kampooh Kentula, Row 2: Dan Barr, 
Chuck Robertts, Darrel Ellsworth, Mark Zahn, Marty DeVoss, Greg Osborn, Kerry Sanders Row 3: Eric Stebner, Jeff Samuelson, St eve 
Hastings, Dave Eckland, Ken Sackenburg, Kevin Kohnen Row 4: Mike Wolfe, James Hull , Mick Warden, Steve Merkle, Van Easly, Joe 
Hoefler, Dale Thuesen, Bret Madson, Guy Mills. 
Arapaho House 
Row 1: John Brieten, Dave McGuire, Doug Tredway, Brad Phipps, Larry Berry, Dana Thompson Row 2: Kevin Krause, Bill Oakes, Frank 
Weaver, Ken Niedermann, John Coney, Greg DeRycke, Al Meyer Row 3: Jeff Groen, Bob Schmidt, Mark Twedt, Scott Schroeder, Dave 
Bluder, Dave Kucera, Robert Ohman Row 4: Tony Jackson, Darrell Finley, Kevin Swanson, Kevin Fails, Joe Fieweger, Todd Asmussen , 
Mike Bonser. 
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Cheyenne House 
Row 1: Deb Lindner, Lori Weigel, JoAnn Kowalski, Kim Fatka, Cheryl Olerich, Roxy Schwartz, Celeste Reisinger, Nan Johnson, Linda 
Hanson, Rose Evan Row 2: Cindy Johnson, Teri Minard, Lisa Baker, Mary Jo Hrynkow, Plana Chapman, Carol Pomrenke, Rose Bradley, 
Cindy Miller, Sally Webb, Roxie Jordon, Leigh Rigby Row 3: Kim Olson, Mary Atkinson, Lisa Chittick, Peggy Malone, Kristy Holden, Pat 
Ehr, Leigh Thomas, Lisa Burrel, Sue Pauly, Kim Agan, Jill Franker, Donna Muhlenbruck Row 4: Kathy Fosse, Molly Forster, Nancy 
Jausel, Susan Marquardt, Karen Kester, Jackie Lawrence, Annabel McDevitt, Emilie Krug, Nancy Gross, Nancy Lynch, Diane Miller, 
Bernie Patton, Lori Louscher, Pat Larson. 
Comanche House 
Row 1: Van De Nguyen, Mick Mack, Ken Troutman, Mike Haverkamp, Dave Phillips, Joe Anderson, Roger Schaeffer Row 2: Kevin 
Bradford, Kirk Mccowen, Jeff Knowling, Jason Woodford, Terry Dillin, Al Juhl Row 3: Rob Marbary, Barry Morgan, Terry Lehmkuhl, 
Chicken Jackson, Kent Davidson, Jeff Lee, Rick Burke. 
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Dakota House 
Row 1: Theresa Steiner, Diana Fitz, Kris Nabholz, Jule Jansa, Ann Thompson, Sue Cunningham, Sherri Leeper, Sandra Nassen, Sheree 
Timmerman Row 2: Rhonda Masters, Karla Meier, Lyla Starr, Patricia Mitchell, Pat Jensen, Debra Kersten, Renee Attwood, Mary 
Nielsen, Sandra Duhn, Michelle Pierce, Jonelle Sauke, Dawn Hoofnagle Row 3: Lori Selken, Cathy Dolash, Audrey Schadt, Mary Criger, 
Jean Keenan, Chris Warner, Kandy Seip, Shelli Moser, Mary Delaney, Theresa Greiner, Kelly McDermott, Lisa Christen Row 4: Carol 
George, Jodi Johannsen, Teresa Keefe, Karmen Stahnke, Deb Cabellero, Janie Waters, Kathy Kopernik, Annette Schmidt, Mary Stump, 
Laura Lenehan, Andi Wester, Teri Brubaker. 
Iroquois House 
Row 1: Brian Windmark, Mike Everage, J. Michael Peterson, M.C. Mascot, Peter MacDonald, Tom Monaghan, Mike Ryan, Bill Gregory, 
Carl Goodburn Row 2: Dave Hoing, Randall Costello, Martin Korlie, Oat Thu Pham, Patrick Simmons, Joe Dotzler, Robert Arno Afursin, 
Johnny lbegbulam, Jack Freedman Row 3: George Barr, Gary Stevens, Gene Foster, Talbot Williams, Robert Shinstine, Randall 
Behrends, Michael Cumings, Lennart Schonning Row 4: Robert Olson, Terry Fisher, Tom Newgard, Joel Vileta, Ben Hesson, Dwayne 
Aljets, Merle Fecht, Terry Johnson. 
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Kiowa House 
Row 1: Dianne Winkler, Mizuno Toshima, Anna Bergstrom, Elaine Lin, Marcia Chaisson Row 2: Mary Johnson, Deb Myers, Eddis Phillips, 
Denise Duncan, Amy Baum, Kris Kafmehl Row 3: Matalie Allen, Carol Cahill, Becca Potter, Jan Johnson, Mary Bruening, Linda 
Kroneman, Stacy Siepmann, Linda Johnson Row 4: Nahid Rezaee, Claudia Park, Mary Peters, Jean Hansen, Evelyn Johnson, Sandi 
Whitmon, Karen Forbes, Roxanne Weis. 
Mohican House 
Row 1: Robert Sellars, Steve Evers, Tom Lutteneggar, Jon Wederquist, Brad Wismer, Kevin Huse, Joseph Gonzalez, John Bush, Mark 
Vogl Row 2: Jeff Pritchard, Steve Hoeft, Jeff Ovel, William Cohalan, Kevin Doerhman, Al Engebretson, Bryan Jackson, John Couture, 
Anthony Hulsebus, Wayne Moore Row 3: Jim Van Eschen, John Mason, Bill Beck, William Rose, Ken Knuth, Bob Smith, Ed Sykes, Jeff 
"Tiny" Piper, Marvin Huinker, Robert Buman, Rusty Snyder Row 4: Jon Samuelson, Jamie Cutler, Don Naderman, Jose Aquirre, Enis 
Slaughterbreath, Doug Kenyon, Kevin Bancroft, Brent Meinecki, Trent Rhoads, Harry Schuler. 
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Seminole House 
Row 1: Lisa Smith, Barb Gerleman, Cindy Borcherding, Raquel Monza, Sue Baur, Vicki Jo Smith, Rose Kennedy, Paula Purcell, Penney 
Prosser Row 2: Carol Bleich, Beth Ashley, Laurie Oujiri, Angela Kouri, Judy Whitehead, Karen Irwin, Kathy Christianson, Barb Hanus, 
Franci Hunchis Row 3: Karen Moore, Lisa Auer, Carol Gunderson, Sue Hatcher, Aileen Holthaus, Kathy Conzett, Kerry Doud, Natalie 
Wolf Row 4: Debbie Menke, Barb Towers, Joan Thompson, Marj McCoy, Kristi Callison, Sharon Lopez, Anne Crandell 
Shoshoni House 
Row 1: Jacilyn Mayer, Kim Zey, Jill Richards, Theresa Wiggerman, Suzanne Sherman, Diana Lindsey, Susan Gerdmann, Virginia Tillman 
Row 2: Renee Knowling, Dee Mougin, Wendy Saylor, Kathy Nickerson, Etta McCormick, Pamela Rumley, Rebecca Mentick, Rhonda 
Grinder Row 3: Kim Bertness, Carrie Monaghan, Kelle Carlyle, Rochel Rittgers, Tania Thies, Teresa Snyder, Vicki Utterson, Angela 
Clagett Row 4: Helen Harvey, Kristine Parsons, Carla Scoville, Kellie Robinson, Janis Johnson, Jane Smith, Deb Orth, Kim Edwards, 
Renee Fristo. 
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Bender 
Hall 
Bender Hall is one of the twQ 13-story 
residence halls in the Towers Complex. The 
hall opened in 1969 and cost $2,071,067. 
Bender Hall was originally designed to 
house men but is now a coed hall with 
layered floors. Bender Hall was named after 
Dr. Paul F. Bender, former UNI Professor 
and Dean of Students. 
Stone House 1st And 2nd Floor 
Row 1: Greg Heninsen, Roger Goranson, Dan McCann, Kevin Sindelar, Greg Beck, Steve Johnson, Gary Bland, Steve Smith, Steve Riley, 
Bob Voels, Kevin Monson, Joe Gulick Row 2: Dave Meyers, John Angell, Mark Abel, Tim Stamp, Al Poppe, Dan Geruleman, Roger Fish, 
Reo Straw, Al Kilner, Ron Williams, Tim Doleman, Wade Anderson, Rusty Henry, Mike Zimmer, Dan lvis Row 3: Ken Warren, Greg 
Messmore, Craig Newedul, Randy Mead, Pat Lyons, Brain Ruth, Jeff Fleming, Ken Overman, Randy Strabale, Ty Feurhoff, Rick Johnson, 
Tom Lott Row 4: Mark Schmit, Jim Crouch, Mark Mahurin, Scott Wieditz, Larry Bucher, Brent Stubbe, Kirk Nielson, Joe Custer, Dave 
Sickles, Kile Landberg, Dave Schorder. 
Capricorn House 3rd Floor 
Row 1: Tammy Norton, Melinda Shields, Patrice Kuhl, Ericka Dahlstrom, Julie Shaw, Pamela Maurer, Kathy Schantz, Patricia Johnston 
Row 2: Karla Kueker, Betty Foreman, Teresa Lester, Diane Morgan, Sue Helgeson, Barb Forney, Ann Albert, Cathy Hite, Wanda Smith, 
Robbi Lovell, Jerrie Jensen Row 3: Laurie Fuller, Marianne Rude, Susan Polis, Ann Ryan, Christine Farni, Dawn Adam, Tracy Wolfe, Lisa 
Stahle, Darlene Dahlstrom, Lora Olson, Lori Vanwert, Mary Sharp. 
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Newbold House 4th Floor 
Row 1: Vince Volz, Bob Collins, Steve Krambeer, Tom Ganoe, Mike Luke, Rudy Zagar, Mike Schmitt, Bobby Frendress, Neil Jacobs, Al 
Sutton Row 2: Kevin Potter, Doug Koschmeder, Dave Wilson, Jim Copland, Brian Thuesen, John McNeil, Jeff Lehman, Todd Poole, 
Kevin Jacoby, Mike Turner, Steve Fink, Stephen Meyer Row 3: Kevin Bellile, David Paulson, Dirk Thompson, Allen Wolf, Tim Carlisle, 
Terry Zimmerly, Jerry Clark, Kevin Swenson, Ron Dlouhy, Lance Dietsch, George Klotzbuck, Larry Stohr, Steve Burken Row 4: Anthony 
Lehman, Mark Shaw, Arvin Druvenga, Steve O'Neill, Mark Courter, Dave Morton, Randy Huggins, Tim Heinty, Mark Duncan, Randy 
Jensen, Jack Spratt Ill, Gary Schmitt, Lynn Mowen, Steve Fay 
Libra House 5th Floor 
Row 1: Nancy Olson, Linda Lampright, Rhonda Cruse, Jo Carstenson, Vicki Gulliver, Mary Ann Corcoran, Pat Parks, Pam Parks, Gina 
Kaloupek, Jane Frish Row 2: Pat Kerwin, Connie Habben, Joyce Lahue, Jan Sagers, Carol Vonnahme, Kathy Schuelka, Betsy Rupiper, 
Laura Kaderarek, Michelle Wilkenson, Janelle Mueller Row 3: Mary Pat Brunken, Linda Iliff, Deb Kroeger, Julie Furman, Donna Marlow, 
Kelly Abbaas, Karen Driscoll, Jan Flora, Leanne Weissenburger, Kelly Wright, Sue Pagel Row 4: Deb Householder, Leslie Hiliker, Pam 
Eich, Rhonda Bettinger, Kathy Carney, Dianne Gasser, Betsy Champion, Penny Slach, Cindy Rabbitt, Jill Flora, Judy Coffey. 
Lowe House 6th Floor 
Row 1: Lynn Trask, Wayne Denton, John NeuWohner, John Sorenson, Pat Conway, Mark Nail, Steve Shannon, Mike Knight, Brad 
Burson, John McCann, Reed Roberts Row 2: Mark Reed, Chris Round, Tim Mcsweeney, Don Bagley, Chris Kealy, Drew Ballensky, J.R. 
Miller, Rick Day, Joe Filipelli, Kerry Boltinghouse Row 3: Ira Mitchell, Dale Jensen, Tony Tolsdorf, Jim Gertsen, Bruce Newgard, Stan 
Strehlow, Carey Burkett, Tim Callahan, Devin Chedrquist, Dean Stinn, Efonda Sproles Row 4: Dave Latzke, Greg Whipple, Dan Curran, 
Ed Stratton, Mark Jones, Gerry Flemming, Steve Willett, Brian Gilligan, Brad Muhlenbruck, Martin Renolds. 
Pisces House 7th Floor 
Row 1: Beth Dunwoody, Katrina Colosimo, Julie Makinster, Patti McCool, M.B. Linehan, line Vislisel, Cheryl Lowe, Jane Olsen Row 2: 
Juli Habben, Teri Kober, Tammy Gansen, Julie Weber, Leeann Friederich, Kelly Henderson, Brenda Schmidt, Renee Hubert, Susie 
Allison, Sue Frick Row 3: Brenda Greenly, Judy Bradley, Theresa Jones, LeeAnn Diercksen, Sue Baker, Karen Moritz, Jeanne Sneden, 
Nicki Gurnas, Sandy Ernst, Lori Lefebure, Chaty Christensen, Joan Welsh Row 4: Michelle Bohlken, Mary Tucker, Janet Conrad, Donna 
Gell, Mary Jo Smith, Lisa Charipar, Maura Young, Michele Livingston, Kathy Dandy, Sally Drahn, Jennifer Bernat, Liz Tyrrell, Janet 
Stahle, Kay Johnson. 
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Briggs House 8th Floor 
Row 1: Kevin Sindelar, Darwin Claude, Steve Heisdorffer, Steve Peers, Kirk Sprain, Steve Stuart, Keith Potts, Doug Richardson, Ron 
Smith, Tom Gilmer, Jerry Kvidera, Greg Hanson, Mark Henderson Row 2: Mike Inman, Doug Dulin, Grant Leese, Tracy Drew, Ron 
Bettinger, Doug Stark, Brant Seward, Tony Colosimo, Steve Janssen, Brent Rolland, Brian Wenger Row 3: Duane Corant, Tom Clay, 
Doug Current, Paul Coear, Kevin Bauer, Gordon Miller, Rod Bettinger, Don Raatz, Brian Wines, Jim Waecther Row 4: Larry Larson, 
Maury Shaw, Doug Parsons, John Dillenburg, Jeff Brousard, Tim Schreck, Miles Bushnell, Al Hummel, Tim Giddings, Mark Sexton, Gary 
Nelson, Dennis Mehmen. 
Leo House 9th Floor 
Row 1: Laura Blackford, Sheryl Feddern, Colleen Stone, Julie Winther, Kristi Smith, Cathi Grasso, Linda Hulse, Shelley Kaloupek, 
Stephanie Chapman, Stacy Stehley Row 2: Kim Folkers, Jackie Kersey, Mary Staples, Karin Gustafson, Denise Olson, Tammy Wilson, 
Sandy Uhl, Lori Hengesteg, Linda Thilges Row 3: Linda Spading, Terri Shedenhelm, Roxanne Ohde, Cindy Larson, Donna McGohan, 
Mary Nortman, Deb Longley, Jan Brannaman, Michele Stinnett, Cheryl Wall Row 4: Cheryl Greiman, Carla Reno, Mary Ann Rettko, Ellen 
HIii, Karen Martin, Karma Allen, Sue DeRuyter, Wendy Hansmeier, Kiva Shogren, Sheryl Schachterle, Anne Parks. 
Herring House 10th Floor 
Row 1: Randy Steffan, Tony Marzen, Jeff Michener, Jim Scourik, Mark Willen, Neal Thuente, Joe Sauter, Dave Wilkerson, Pat Moran, 
Tom Heser, Brian Moore. Rwo 2: Marty Weis, Kent Johnson, Tom Heisterkamp, Jim Simpson, Kurt Johnson, Dave Beaman, Denny 
Theobold, Steve Koeneke, Mike McDowell, Tom King, Tom Theisen. Row 3: Randy Ballard, Mike Franky, Gary Geils, Todd Giefert, Steve 
Baker, Erik Anderson, Marty Hill, Tony Greiner, Jeff Fliehler, Ron Orr, Kent Maltby, Brad Elliott, Donny Lawrence II, Jeff Kollbeck. 
Virgo House 11th Floor 
Row 1: Janet Peters, Tammy Maulsby, Kathy Mikesell, Michelle Dunn, Cathy Klima, Debbie lester, Di McGarvy, Sherri Diekmann, Kiane 
Hufford Row 2: Barb Wilson, Ann Feldman, Ann Welch, Shelly Smith, Bonnie lamp, Deb lawn, Julie Ellefson, Gail Erickson, Connie 
Schub, Laurie Sanborn Row 3: Judy Zoulek, Ann Dooley, Bev Fuller, Theresa Clements, Lynn Dandy, Mary Schroeder, Terri Swehla, Sue 
Erickson, Val Gerkin, Jenny Sibert, Kristin Maahs Row 4: Beth Sherlock, Sue Martin, Meg Mccowen, Julie Bode, Sara Hartz, Anne 
Carpenter, Janet Wilson, Jo Ann Rich, Sheryl Geuder, Pat O'Connor, Renee Rickels, Kris Tecklenburg, Laurie langholt, Roxanne Mead, 
Claudia Wahl. 
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Hickenhooper House 12th Floor 
Row 1: Tyrone Mugglns, Brent Symonds, Jerry Askdots, Mark Eller, Greg Mitchell, Spider Goodman, Jett Mark, Danny Berman, Steve 
Hangartner, Jim Poepsel, Chris Schroeder, Curt Dodge Row 2: Jett Cullison, Gary Pierce, Doug Tedford, Kurt Swanson, Dave Conley, 
Blair Ahem, Tom Klsoer, Steve Koepp, Kevin Smidt, Toby Mullenger, Dennis Kleen, Dave Berns Row 3: Lowell Klug, Keith Gibson, 
Johnny Rodriquez, Andrew Rammelsberg, Bruce Newbern, Tim Darland, Coug Schallau, Dave Kofmehl, Greg Grabianowskl, Mark 
Snook, Greg Bradley, Wendell King. 
Campbell 
Hall 
Campbell Hall was built in 1951 at a cost of 
$1,000,000. Additions were made to the 
dining service in 1963 and to the residence 
hall in 1964 at a cost of $940,000. 
Campbell hall was dedicated in December, 
1954 in honor of former Dean of Women, 
Sadie B. Campbell. Campbell hall is a 
womens residence which has its own dining 
hall, a recreation room, and a guest suite. 
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Anatevka House 
Row 1: Cynthia Bergan, Leona Hoth, Jill Mott, Julianne Gilbert, Jane Smith, Karen Dowle, Julie Wilson, Julie Nemmers, Robin Wheeler, 
Laurie Dennis Row 2: Anita Novak, Julie Desmarais, Amy Ide, Darla Dettmann, Linda Kerr, Nancy Meeker, Linda Borwey, Jayne Parsons, 
Donna Bergman, Brenda Ehlers Row 3: Nancy Brundeen, Karyn Cooling, Deb Ellerman, Tommie Fry, Denise Mikels, Mary Kay Eisele, 
Kathy Saraslo, Corinne Bahls, Julie Anderson, Cynthia Rodgers, Ronda Reid Row 4: Susan Cotton, Teresa Kowalsky, Carol Cleffman, 
Cheryl Foster, Jan Stamper, Ann Moetsch, Barbara Molander, Jennifer Arney, Lisa Peterson, Jan Lorenz, Patricia Vanahsen. 
Camelot House 
Row 1: Donna Defrance, Tami Bartsch, Rondee Bryant, Mary Jo Dinovo, Dawn Moser, Tana Fleming, Deanna Funk, Cathy Kasperbauer, 
Carol Mooney, Sarah Hewlett Row 2: Lori Miller, Laura Smith, Dani Dooley, Jeanne Devine, Kim Christensen, Chris Berner, Lorrie 
Parker, Kathy Whelchel, Dawn Cosgrove, Jayne Thomas Row 3: Marianne Keller, Diane Hinders, Laura Guinn, Joanie Fix, Doreen 
Elsberry, Mary Jo Fleming, Lori Jess, Leanne Rosenthal, Shelly Doyle, Gina Larsen Row 4: Nancy Sickman, Kelly McKenney, Carol 
Meyers, Teresa Kipp, Jackie Zak, Vicki Brown, Janet Rasmussen, Kristi Mesenbrink, Sara Laube, Sherry Manson, Ann Ratklewlcz. 
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De Ja Vu House 
Row 1: Karen James, Kris Lewis, Monika Bode, Pam Dencklau, Julie Simon, Ann Nehman, Donna Lyon, Mavis Ackerman, Denise 
Thompson Row 2: Sue Ann Rohwer, Margaret Pochop, Rhonda Jackson, Carol Enser, Jody Benson, Shelley Gard, Angie Theodore, Mary 
Wilber, Paula Newbrough Row 3: Amy Scheck, Leigh Weary, Beth Schenkelberg, Tina Clausen, Carleen Trout, Sara Wiener, Diane Beeh, 
Mary Swanson. 
Doll House 
Row 1: Lynn Murphy, Linda Fischels, Sheri Jennings, Laurie Stahl, Kathy Urmle, Miriam Pfeiff, Lori Moedlng Row 2: Janet Franke, Lori 
Nagel, Barb Miller, Kendall McCoy, Roxanne Vincent, Laurel Plambeck, Lori McClannahan, Sarah Shillington, Vicki Manning Row 3: 
Rhonda Jones, Angle Stewart, Cindy Brown, Kelley Dixson, Karen Ahart, Cindy Lamansky, Brenda Troup, Molly Polking, Pam Kubicek, 
Tami Sandquist Row 4: Debbie Devine, Pat Anderson, Diane Polansky, Colette Clark, Nancy Koch, Kristi Fulton, Leighann O'Tool, 
Carolyn Engler, Colleen Seifert, Michelle Stasi. 
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Edelweiss House 
Row 1: Karen Luthrlnger, Susan Wiewel, Lurae Dewulf, Lori Roth, Elaine Hood, Clnay Harris, Elaine Reves, Marge Woestman Row 2: 
Heidi Hendrickson, Linda Hartman, Heidy Gould, Mary Scharfenkamp, Kris Houston, Sara Rathke, Julie Newby, Joni Becker Row 3: 
Julie Habben, Carol Braband, Marlene Barkley, Joann Kolbet, Ellen Crawford, Kim Cavallaro, Sharon Bergman, Diann Higgins, Jane 
Whitehead Row 4: Dianne Trautman, Diane Svuba, Jill Stubbe, Laurie Reed, Jan Peters, Kelly Kolbeck, Linda Benson, Donna Crock, 
Linda Novak. 
Holly House 
Row 1: Kerri Leonard, Sherri Daisy, Ann Caplon, Sandra Sargent, Virginia Chizek, Shella Wllwerdlng, Deb Heintz, Lori Smothers Row 2: 
Kim Jones, Anita Vaske, Sharon Schmitt, Laurie Dotzenrod, Sharon Hammons Annette Neveln, Terri Carlson Row 3: Vicki Watson, 
Marilee Jacobson, Lynne Lnadt, Darby Krivanek, Mary Amble, Sara Baker, Julie Otto, Lisa Kirstein, Jane Magee Row 4: Dara Donelson, 
Barb Schepler, Becky Borseth, Raenette Drennan, Karen Waterman, Linda Westfall, Jill Schafer, Linda Rasmussen. 
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Mash House 
Row 1: Patty McCllntock, Carla Schons, Michele Hanson, Mary Gleckler, Dawn Givens, Barb Lau, Marsha Zinnel Row 2: Sara Peterson, 
Tracey Crocoll, Karen Stenberg, Gwen Miller, Lila Givens, Judy Smith, Becky Hines Row 3: Lori Peterson, Ruth Ann Westerberg, Kathy 
Egesdal, Janet Grimes, Lori Meyer, Cindy Belden, Pam Lehman, Kathy Piltingsrud Row 4: Kim Groen, Liz Thoelke, Pam Carter, Janet 
Easterday, Lisa Manternach, Denise Dursky, Lisa Carlsen, Kim Keiser. 
Panther Den House 
Row 1: Antonia Reyes, Jackie Lee, Julie Brinkman, Renee Else, Jean Stroh Row 2: Sarah Anderson, Molly Hukill, Jane Frerk, Joanne 
Shaffer, Cathy Carter, J'ne Day, Jean Carmen, Jean Meyer Row 3: Heidi Hansen, Bonnie Rietveld, Lisa Griese, Mona Meiner, Corrin 
Handley, Cindy Turner, Lori Siebels Row 4: Jacque Nielson, Diana Doocy, Bridget Murphy, Shari Horsman, Corrin Youngberg, Jamie 
Johnson. 
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Rainbow House 
Row 1: Jane Gingerich, Dara Boelman, Shelly Adams, Kari Plantz, Mary Brennan, Maggie Eash, Stacey Cline. Row 2: Sue Baker, Lauri 
Netz, Barb McClintock, Susaan Girard, Peggy Barrett, Lynn Prusha, Jan Demro, Mary Dwyer. Row 3: Karen Troe, Raeann Thomas, Barb 
Miller, Lisa Braunschweig, Cathy Huntsberger, Mary Krapfl , Liz Schueller, Mary Ann Bender, Peg Kirkpatrick. Row 4: Jenny Helgerson, 
Beth Treloar, Sue Marhoul, Denise Hurst, Jane Behrens, Carrie Saitker, Lisa Long, Carol Garloff, Karen Giroskurth, Lyn Smith. 
Skybird House 
Row 1: Karla Kubik, Kim Mann, Nancy Lake, Lynn Dostal, Rhonda Henderson, Julie Jung, Gail Oswold, Tammy Hagen, Jill Nielsen, Pam 
Ehlers, Chris Johnson Row 2: Janet Forst, Sharon Lewellen , Sue Stuedemann, Kay Riley, Diedre Deines, Karen Littrell, Michelle Todd, 
Sarah Moore, Jane Noecker, Peg Birmingham, JoAnn Francois, Joline Thompson Row 3: Deanna Yilek, Jane Nefzger, Andi Van Horn, 
Debbie Berlinn, Alice Steinlage, Linda Rasing, Rose Brandau, Cindy Huxford, Lea Bartley, Susan Moore, Cathy Corley Row 4: Susan 
Thorne, Sue Doolittle, Lori Noecker, Ruth Hunsarer, Janeen Bonine, Nancy Corbin , Lu Ann Bloomer, Cindy Yakel, Deon Pollock, Deb 
Drenth, Terri Levene, LeAnn Gilbert, Pat Shay. 
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Sundance House 
Row 1: Dawn Satherlee, Debbie John, Kristy Berchman, Kris Borseth, Kim Weymiller Row 2: Jill Schroeder, Sherry Hasted, Mary McCoy, 
Lisa Chambers, Cherrill Oxenford, Marilyn Jahnke Row 3: Mary Lynn MacDonald, Gayle Link, Renae Adams, Ann Rowland, Heather 
Schon, Kate Murphy Row 4: Mary Sir, Joyce Ross, Carol Schmitz, Nancy Solem, Barb Sernett, Joann Sherburne, Marge limp. 
Tara House 
Row 1: Inge Blecke, Susan Grapp, Mary Strang, Fran Falconer, Chris See, Row 2: Rhonda Weirich, Chris Phippen, Denise Faulkner, Deb 
DeHaan, Paula Burnett, Emilie Brady, Lorri West, Nancy Compton, Lisa Kieffer, Sara Kolthoff, Cinda Bunton, Dodie Wiederholt, Lori 
Thurson, Nancy Etnler, Robin Raun. Row 3: Kristy Harbert, Rachel Marolf, Val Grishaber, Kathi Finn, Linda McDougall, Anne Donahue, 
Tracy McConoughy, Kay Sacqultne, Tina Walls, Ann Gustafson. Row 4: Joni Moeller, Kathy Butters, Ellen Moetsch, Rose Leber, Terri 
Davis, Deb Weidler, Chris Ropa, Susan Johnson, Donna Steinlage. Staircase: Paula Fuhs, Dotti Gigson, Ann Udelhofen, Michele Ruba, 
Nancy Spears, Mary Boughton, Melissa Teachout, Stephanie Terrones, Twyla Ruichti. 
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Tiffany House 
Row 1: Sue Aldrich, Cindy Noble, Jane Leuck, Emily Jansen, Janice VanPeursem, Cathy Stewart Row 2: Karen Robson, Kristy Colwell, 
Shellie Stephens, Johna Hays, Lori Stielow, Lisa Geske Row 3: Patsy Laures, Linda Young, Shanna VanDeer, Mary Crist, Mindy 
Dahlhauser, Ann Callahan. 
Tree House 
Row 1: Penny Hardt, Deb Martin, Margaret Chizek, Carol Sieverding, Janet Griese Row 2: Lora Garrelts, Janet Solberg, Nola Schroeder, 
Karman Krambeer, Diane Lobsinger, Sheralyn Meddock Row 3: Cheri Bern, Barb Kessler, Christine Coppin, Traci Boerm, Lori Wormley, 
Jan Ahrenholtz, Cathy Conklln. 
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Dancer 
Hall 
Dancer Hall is a 13-story residence hall, 
built in 1969 at the cost of $2,071,067. 
Dancer is a part of the Towers Complex, 
which Includes Bender Hall. It was originally 
built to house women but is now a coed 
dorm with layered floors. It was named after 
David A. Dancer, former secretary of the 
State Board of Regents 1940-1967. 
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Aquarius House 1st and 2nd Floor 
Row 1: Lisa Bigler, Judy Vander Wilt, Carolyn Baker, Teresa Moylan, Gwen Caple, Amy Bullen, Debbie Murphy, Julie Ryan, Sandi Wainer, 
Christa Rutzen, Rita Penticoff, Julie Jacques, Joni Gustason Row 2: Becky Lovrien, Marla Simdorn, Connie Rauser, Janet Schulz, Kim 
Brown, Joellyn Ries, Connie Kossives, Kathy Rhinehart, Jen Otto, Pam Downey, Kathy Baer, Linda Mellgren, Kathy Diekmann, Amy 
Hamilton Row 3: Deb Michaelis, Sue Miller, Beth Kehrberg, Marla Brittain, Pearl Bethel, Linda Dake, Pam Hammond, Cindy Strobbe, 
Jan DeBoer, Linda Carolus, Lynn Kantaris, Linda Story, Angie Wiedemann, Joan Fetzer. 
Merrill House 3rd Floor 
Row 1: Daryl Eink, Brian Rolland, Chris Gulick, Larry Janssen, Scott Boekleman, Bill Dodd, Bob Fouche, Jeff Spence, Neil Merrill Row 2: 
Dave Capitani, Natthew Qualey, Tim Cunningham, Bob Larson, Terry Lynch, Larry Christ, Dean Holdsworth, Bob Dental, Chuck 
Hutchinson, Mike Welch, Dan Randall Row 3: Mike Smith, Rick Hylton, Joseph Cunningham, Alan Tenney, Mike Barron, Eric Ernst, 
Bruce Sostak, Greg Hogenveen, Bart Greenwood, Stan Stewart Row 4: Bruce Thatcher, Patrick Duffy, Scott Ringgenberg, Jeff 
Pomerenk, Nell Morstad, Howard Newell, Clark Sissen, Kevin Hesson, Scott Saunders, Phil Dyrdahl, Tim Young, Larry Herzog. 
Taurus House 4th Floor 
Row 1: Connie Bixby, Maureen Cassidy, Karen Walker, Alisa Kroeze, Karen Long, Melanie Streigle, Stephanie Cousins, Brenda Massop, 
Jan Ekstrand, Teresa Lefebure Row 2: Kaylene Stockfleth, Beth Bigelow, Laura Delp, Deb Tande, Cindy Dingman, Diane Beckett, Lori 
Adams, Kathy Mowrer, Paula Prendergast, Lynn Westcott Row 3: Tracy Sanches, Jackie Brown, Jill Roesch, Julie Goettsch, Sue Chaffee, 
Lois Relph, Carol Anderson, Kellie Walde, Sheila Boyt, Nancy Frantum, Kathy Sack, Tina Kramer. 
Hempstead House 5th Floor 
Row 1: Steve Knockels, Dan Gallogly, Rick Pearce, Dave Cleveland, Roger Yohe, Kurt Stevenson, Steve Pelleymounter, Scott Bertelsen, 
Shawn Koehn, Matt Hixon, Scott Kesser Row 2: Dennis Green, Dave Middleman, Shane Anderson, William Holmes, Mike Canfield, Gene 
Nelson, Mike Taylor, Hamid Sebghati, Jeff Westrom, Chris Baerenwald, Bill Lemaster Row 3: Arnold Doden, Dan Greenfield, Mike Lind, 
Jim Koehler, Kirk Anderson, Dan Thomas, Bob Allbee Chuck Cameron, Doug Opheim, Gil Anderson, Bruce Roth, Brent Black, Jim 
Larson. 
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Sagittarius House 6th Floor 
Row 1: Michelle Green, Barb Shrum, Lisa Honson, Marcia Grelmann, Lori Brecht, Pam Parks, Sharon Erwin, Jelen Cotton, Marilyn 
Inman, Jean Kramer, Becky Daves, Joan Dory. Row 2: Diane Duggy, Judy Pancraty, Ann Nichols Leta Klima Donna Ihde, Sue Lang, 
Connie Kellen, Lori Gilchrist, Sue Ricketts, Sue Schoen, Tam Groezkruger, Rhonda Wissink, Cathy Smith, Beth Kelly, Sharon Kurdel-
meler. Row 3: Peggy Rose Lori Sikora Cathy Mosley Ellen Jensen, Rhonda Abbott, Lori Mayberry Lori Gunderson, Tracy Wintzien, Anne 
Mosher Karen Vohes, Tama Howe, Karen Saunders, JIii Doonan, Cheryl Klopplng, Mary Kazmerzak. 
Hughs House 7th Floor 
Row 1: Brian Church, Steve Cordes, Clark Holthaus, Bob Burris, Steve Duff, Ron McBride, Ken McGuire, Dave Schoeberleln, Lee Cook, 
Gary Steffers, Ron Rush, Scott Atherton Row 2: Brent Gustason, Jeff Erhardt, John Newell, Kurt Pearson, Matt Bigler, Tom Rietz, Ron 
Kress, Mark Paine, Andy Knoblauch, Steve Pollema, Rod Baxter, Roger Ruplper Row 3: Kevin Hieber, Jack Thomsen, Mike White, Dave 
Larson, Kent Clow, Bruce Boegel, Steve Stonersen, Charles Mccardle, Ruben Scott, Steve Muntz, Tom Neville, Greg Dandy, Mike 
Harrington, Max Berryhill, Bruce Usher, Steve Ubben, Ken Tegels, Jay Newman. 
Scorpio House 8th Floor 
Row 1: Carol Webber, Peg Ascherl, Beth Stickley, Sandy Bonnes, Deb Bahlmann, Nancy Schlapkohl, Jill Williams, Nancy Winchip, Carly 
Carpenter, Jo Ellen Fisk, Cheryl Graff, Carolyn Reigelsberger, Marilyn Roby Row 2: Cindy Dobson, Teresa Peiffer, Deb Erickson, Cathy 
Crowl, Cheryl Schmidt, Nancy Peterson, Pat Lacina, Joleen Schachtner, Vaune Kalec, Lisa O'Tool, Sue Carroll, Tracy Shull, Peg Ricke 
Row 3: Kathy Westphal, Cheri Lee, Deb Kieler, Mimi Hodgsen, Rhonda Standard, Pam Hoogheem, Kathy Meyer, Melinda Hight, Brenda 
Coggins, Laurie Amo, Lori Allenstein, Teresa Fuller, Joan Bonnett, Ann Arends, Suzi Gretchen. 
Wilson House 9th Floor 
Row 1: Bill Barks, Kevin Furback, Mike Smiley, Randy Fible, Dave Stabler Row 2: Ross Yoder, Scott Bentiford, Greg Dawes, Gary 
Thompson, Denny Philip, Mike Lavely, Dave Brandau Row 3: Bruce Kleisinger, Karl Hendrickson, Lonnie Litchfield, Jerry 'Brien, Mike 
Shilhank, Norm Bergland, Matt Dole, Bill Hoftstead. 
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Gemini House 10th Floor 
Row 1: Cheryl McDermott, Kim Severson, Karrie Hendricks, Kathy Schallare, Linda Strobbe, Lori Klenk, Wendy Warren, Michel Lynch, 
Vicki Vernon, Anita Dasen, Sandy Goerot, Angela Metz, Tammy Snyder, Kay Abbott Row 2: Kathy Jexson, Jeanette Mantz, Beth 
Steinbeck, Linda Thompson, Kathy Heil, Leisa Lyman, Cindy Hughes, Kim Knox, Nancy Wetsch, Darcy Stover, Deb Grote, Becky Rugger, 
Karen Roegner, Barb Iliff, Kelly Underwood Row 3:Sheila Kritter, Karen Bollinger, Teresa Scheib, Elaine Beck, Deb Shull, Janice Mikota, 
Carolyn Ask, Ann Hoff, Karrie Knox, Karen Walker, Patty Buchheit, Melonie Mastin, Sue Johnson, Connie Shaffer, Julie Redlinger. 
Kraschel House 11th Floor 
' Row 1: Bob Schoby, John White, Jeff Miller, Larry Burns, Randy Atkinson, Jerry Logan, Darrel Wissink Row 2: Tom Carver, Greg Evans, 
Brian Smith, Brent Futrell, Dan Hedberg, Scott Fintel Row 3: Steve Marshall, Dave Mattke, Doc Proctor, Russ Hibbing, Cam Lauver, 
Tony Wessely. 
Aries House 12th Floor 
Row 1: Kari Shwinke, Carol Reed, Lisa Larsen, Lori West, Kathy Skoglund, Jill Readinger, Brenda Thies, Deb Jorgenson, Annette Haas 
Row 2: Lisa Saunders, Cindy Langenburg, Jennifer Wagner, Deb Kingery, Patti Sonntag, Sherri Frohling, Lisa Frank Row 3: Debbie 
Roeder, Deb Malone, Deb Schroeder, Brenda Sorenson, Jackie Rich, Denise Kroul, Tina Miller, Kristen Varnum, Carla Baker, Sharon 
Larsen. 
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Hagemann 
Hall 
Hagemann Hall was built in 1965, 
the third of the four halls that make 
up the Regents Complex. It was 
built at the cost of $1,254,000 and 
is connected to the Redeker Center 
Dining Service which provides din-
ing services for all four dorms in the 
Regents Complex. Hagemann Hall 
was named after Harry H. Hage-
mann, Waverly, President of State 
board of Regents, 1957-1963. 
Amy House 
Row 1: Tracy Popa, Laura Jackson, Jodi Clark, Dawn Frieden, Sherri Dvorak, Lisa Nelson, Michelle Clarken, Kylene Skogsberg, Mari 
Hagen, Rosanne Malk, Lisa Harnack Row 2: Vicki Dass, Janet Brown, Kelly Jenness, Dana Uriezdaar, Carolyn Bachtell, Kathy Nordmeyer, 
Pat Wynn, Kelly Bittner, Lori Miller, Lori Muhlenbruch, Yoonmie Rhee, Kim Kenyon, Melanie Hemp Row 3: Deb Meyer, Robin 
Stottlemeyer, Pam Hormening, Karen Balk, Sally Reed , Julie McCormick, Jill Lookingbill, Jayne Tomberg, Kathy Huff, Kim Johnson, 
Cindy McDonald, Tjodie Hensing, Julie Ecklund, Jess Hanson. 
Belle House 
Row 1: Tanya Fellund, Joyce Hemann, Nina Nelson, Donna Tucker, Cindy Borchardt, Sue VanderHeide, Denise Kern , Laurie Gaul, 
Colleen Wettengel, Deanna Niemaier Row 2: Sue Zabel, Lynne Wilson, Judy Ellis, Lucinda Willis, Jill Sandy, Karla Woodall, Eileen Munns, 
Nancy Kulaga, Leslie Rychel, Karla Ruth , Lynne Green, Janet Ashline Row 3: Leslie Kuhrt, Glenda Stark, Diane Pick, Vickie Kruger, Lynn 
Horst, Cheryl Behnke, Kathy Carroll, Lori Finch, Janet Kluesner, Tammi Williams, Carole Sievers, Angie Hellman Row 4: Sandy Gray, 
Ramona Frederick, Julie Moeller, Tam Cochran, Lori Vonderlinde, Laurie Carberry, Barb Putz, Joan Green, Jeanne Sutherland, Lisa 
Blum, Molly Dillon, Cindy Wrage. 
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Charlie House 
Row 1: Brenda Schwartz, Peggy Stebbins, Janet Johnson, Caryl Martin, Sue Czabala, Mary Anderson, Pat Bever, Andrea Ebit, Karla 
Lambert, Sandy Hackenmiller Row 2: Toni Cardin, Laurie Ginger, Kelly Boss, Michelle McMahon, Susie Weiss, Sherrie Gauley, Jan Foth, 
Jan Huber, Bobbie Rusk, Julie Klein, Laura Troge Row 3: Sherri Muhlenbruck, Ruth Goodman, Tracy Peterson, Jenette Kellogg, Michele 
Eden, Kathy Mather, Evelyn Roth, Kathy DeWitt, Penny Mapel, Cathy Cook, Julie Connally, Chris Thoren, Beth Clapp. 
Carrie House 
Row 1: Kristy Chesick, Joyce Heggen, Jo McBride, Stacy Roberts Linda Steeves, Teri Morgan, Mauree McConnell, Lynne Fisher, Tracy 
Boss, LeAnn Wagner, Patti Meyer Row 2: Teresa Boeman, Terry Thompson, Joyce Blockhus, Lea Ruen, Kim Baer, Brenda Bruns, Dawn 
Hollingsworth, Kristi Quinto Row 3: Pam Zimmerman, Patti Hembry, Mary Coffelt, Barb Morris, Kim Korte, Janice Stroschein, Linda 
Cook, Deb Larson, Nancy Prichard, Sue Brehm, Julie Eddie, Judy Brimeyer Row 4: Kelly Zimmerman, Virginia Lottus, Kim Ralston, Sue 
Menke, Jody Weinkauf, Vicki Jackson, Kathy Gass, Joan Sexton, Deb Schmiling, Anne Meyer, Kathy Keefe, Sue Woodruf. 
Cathelene House 
Row 1: Lori Murphy, Teresa Linn, Pauline Meyer, Kathy Frundle, JoEllen Schulz,Nancy Fahrney, Nancy Donovan, Madalyn Cain, Cheri 
Cox. Row 2: Julie Ryan, Judy Herrick, Lise Hermann Kathy Tanner, Yammy Murray, Tami Kusian, Laura Holtz, Roberta McAffe, Kelle 
Modderman. Row 3: Julie Steffen, Jan Boekelman, Janice McElroy, Nancy Hoffman, Teri Stewart, Debbie Nierman, Kay Otting, Bonnie 
Peterson, Sue Becker, Tierny Neitzke, Michelle Meyer, Debbie Verwers, Jeanne Modderman. Row 4: Laurie Rippentrop, Jolyn Meyer, 
Cindy Otteson, Beth vanDiest, Sara Wernimont, Margo Lansing, Theresa Althoff, Barb Quade, Jocee Sandy, Julie Merfield, Pam 
Guenther, Nancy Bennett. 
Jackie House 
Row 1: Karen Harvey, Barb Podey, Cindy Nusbaum, Terry Welsh, Julie Bean, Lori Schmidt, Terry Appenzeller Row 2: Teresa Thompson, 
Lori Sovereign, Lisa Theisen, Sherrie Branson, Sue Gericke, Cheryl Dostal, Connie Tucker, Kris Karl Row 3: Ann Fox, Jackie Ahlers, 
OPatty Jones, Kim Hickman, Rhonda Justis, Lisa Walech, Barb Mengler, Jill Olbertz, Vicki Sprugel. 
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Jennie House 
Row 1: Brenda Shepard, Viann Rasmussen, Nancy Sloth , Candy Wlbes, Pam Baier, Carol Eldridge, Marty Horton, Anne Cohen, Maru Ann 
Degrote, Anita Doehrmann, Cheryl Mahnke. Row 2: Kathy Schmitt, Michelle Mack, Lynn Grimes, Kristi Miller, Jennifer Moline, Vicky 
Freyholte, Sarah Sears, Deni Glassel! , Becky Hauser, Cathy Stephenson, Beth Huibregtse, Mary Ensminger. Row 3: Deb Bradley, Lorene 
Picht, Robin Duffy, Lora Stuff, Cindy Phalen, Julie Wolbers, Val Joseph, Sandy Meyer, Lana Harry, Julie Bish, Jean Feller, Lori Shtterly, 
Kathy Muhlenbruck. Row 4: Carla Reicks, Sue Zrostlik, Lori Wickersham, Michele Wilkinson , Chris Ray, Lori Arns, Sue Johnson, Rhonda 
Neumann, Val Wilson, Kelly McClintock, Dee Janss, Jane Musel, Lori Smith 
Lannie House 
Row 1: Tammy Sandidge, Karen Wollmering, Sheila Deutmeyer, LuAnne Lubbock, Brenda Moss, Carolyn Short, Kelly Rathburn, 
Michelle Weeks Row 2: Kim Yager, Kim Allen , Susie Gaffney, Denise Trestroet, Jan Buffington, Vickie Clinton, Karen Janzam, Deb 
Moore, Georgia Fullenworth, Kris Stewart Row 3: Kim Morenz, Kathy Broderick, Deanna Schultz, Peg Mitchell, Rachel DeWall, Juli lhry, 
Marilee Brokaw, Cindy Haugen, Janis Waggoner, Marcia Schrader. 
Lawther 
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guest suites. 
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Chateau Bella House 
Row 1: Gina McDowell, Laurie Mohning, Karen Smith, Lori Fox, Nancy Harsin Row 2: Gina Scull , Julie Hoeg, Linda Carstensen, Kathy 
Mclaughlin, Renee Hiemstra, Darci Hoag, Leslie Berkler, Kathy Riblett Row 3: Marg Shipman, Roxanne Parker, Pam Tell , Mary 
Mllewsky, Nancy Eichman, Laura Chase, Natalie Dickerson, Jane Nolin Row 4: Janet Prusha, Emily Adams, Eva Schwamman, Corinne 
Meyer, Kim Fowler, Lois Groth, Sharon Snedeker, Liz Kund , Lori Drewelow, Beth Herrig. 
Chateau Bordeaux House 
Row 1: Roberta Robinson, Karla Federspiel , Marjene Conners, Robin Schreck, Kelly McFadden, Susie Ferderber, Terri Rush Row 2: 
Nancy Reicks, Nancy Robinson , Cathy Foy, Jean Schneberger, Carmen Hernandez, Carol McMahon, Deb Schnoebelen Row 3: Bernita 
Leahy, Lori Gerleman, Pam Woodard , Judy Casterton, Virginia Reints, Sarah Rosenbery Row 4: Billie Eastling, Andrea Schwartz, Connie 
Shannon, Lisa Rademaker, Julie Eppel , Roxanne Porth, Julie Johnson, Lori Iversen, Kim Coon. 
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Chateau Cordey House 
NO PHOTO 
AVAILABLE 
Chateau Chablis House 
Row 1: Karen O'Gara, Martha Murr, Patty Nelson, Cindy Jergens, Debra Jean Kelly, Clarisa Duran, Cindy Parks, Penny Moeckl, Linda 
Page. Row 2: Lora Wypich, Lori Ketelsen, Laura Younke, Ria Smith, Cindy Cook, Jenni Gregory, Melissa Dennison, Georgia Norris, Linda 
Sanderson Row 3: Cindy Pope, Patty Suanberg, Michelle Brack, Kathy Sampson, Chrstie Sundrup, Adriane Budueg, Teresa Hansen, 
Karen Tjernagel, Michelle Schulewitz, Linda Rutz Row 4: Jeanne Simmons, Gail Moeller, Connie Ungerer, Peg Peiffer, Ronda Lock, 
Sharon Slattery, Coleen, Landheer, Susie Ford, Karen Ewoldt, Colene Doud, Jenny Bacon. 
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Catava House 
Row 1: Lori Kuebrich, Sue Drexler, Julie Rouchka, Gina Mack, Sheri Geber, Sheryl Davenport, Kim Drake, Terri B., Diane Kalinay, 
Colleen Shlnstlne Row 2: Robin Tydel, Barb Gerdes, Lori Swenson, Mary Kennedy, Chis Wilson, Julie Graham, Mickey Gilbert, Janet 
Post, Cathy Grunder, Kathy Mark, Lynn Moen, Row 3: Connie Praska, Betty Davis, Kay Stevenson, Nancy Fretz, Mary Bellig, Kris Lund, 
Mary Shella Erickson, Trish Hall, June Olerich, Barb Baker. 
Galliano House 
Row 1: Sharon Scott, Laure Timm, Kealy Connor, Peggy Bunger, Mary Butler, Janelle Mortvedt, Theresa Merfeld, Cindy Rose, Kandi 
Rehmke, Jeannine Behounek Row 2: Linda Ungs, Shari Nicol, Georgiann Ernst, Jan Thier, Anne Roberts, Carla Gibbs, Ellen Connolly, 
Carol Mottet, Marcia Oleson, Sue Baldwin, Carla Hemrich Row 3: Terri Sundrup, Lynne Thier, Do Walker, Mary Schuver, Eleanor Baker, 
Kim Rickard, Kim Frerichs, Sue Fritz, Donna Jensen, Kris Warford, Marcia Moore, Terri Muehlenthaler Row 4: Sandy Sieverding, Dora 
Mount, Kelli Bergman, Deb Domer, Louise Brown, Brenda Mohl, Jeanne Joebgen, Laura Jennings, Diane Barrer, Brenda Veenstra, 
Tammi Swartz. 
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Renault House 
Row 1: Becky Smith, Christi Crosson, Caroline Hartman, Denise Wiemann, Carol Pace, Sue Calander, Diane Aleerhasky, Karen Rondeau 
Row 2: Sally Smith, Vickie Blaisdell, Kathy Seifried, Kim Carlson, Becky Kahler, Kim Ridgely, Joanie King, Sharon Pins, Sara Wright Row 
3: Liz Orth, JIii Peterson Mary Bushwell , Denise Stadler, Cindy Toeth , Janet Wessels, Kellie, Joan Roberts Marcy Willford , Di nae Luckitz. 
Ritchelieu House 
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Noehren 
Hall 
Noehren Hall was designed so that men or 
women could use two hundred of the 
rooms. It Is a coeducational dorm which 
was built In 1966-67, as the last of the four 
Regents halls. It cost $2,234,000. Noehren 
Hall was named after Alfred N. Noehre, 
Spencer, President State Board of Regents, 
1963-65. 
Andromeda House 
Row 1: Dave Hansen, Michael Wulf, Paul Lewis Scott Neuenswander, Dave Schmitz, Robert Trottman, Loren Mace, John Mikos, Mitchell 
Yates. Row 2: Kevin Foelske, Kent Goetz, Dan Waller, Clint Allan, Dave Alig, Scott Bacan, Joe Lokan, Timm Schwarz, Jeff Lehman, Chris 
Miller, Scott Slayton. Row 3: Jason Bobst, Mark Van Dyke, Hal Nation Jeff Anderson, Clay Suntken, Mike Schroeder, Tom Koopman 
Phillip Tharp, Randy Otto, Mark Dolittle, Gregg Botkin. 
Antigone House 
Row 1: Donna Schreier, Linda Wolf, Kathy Ericson, Debra Christian, Jill Burns, Jill Cram, Debra Mccurry, Carla Loehr, Jan Butler, Lisa 
Heuer Row 2: Faith Rinder, Lynn Kupferschmld, Claudia Melton, Diane Corcoran, Sally Merritt, Cindy Vandekamp, Jerry Arras, Marcia 
Netz, Janet Barry, Julie Engler, Angle Zeimet, Donna Ries, Karen Schmitt Row 3: Sue Ann Hook, Diane Bradley, Susan Miller, Eva Holt, 
Laurie Jeanblanc, Lori Nielson, Nancy Flesch, Gini Reed. Mary Lou Klem, Vicky Donovan, Pam Ryerson, Michelle Vonderhaar Row 4: 
Mary Beth Siegert, Anne Conlon, Elizabeth Maxey, Sandy Estep, Jenny Kann, Marla Beekhuzen, Vicki Nelson, Carla Fraser, Ty Ann 
Lindall, Merlene Maltby, Lori Kuehl, Alessandra Minchen. 
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Aphrodite House 
Row 1: Kelly Benning, Linda Jordan, Sondra Shaffer, Lynn Charlton, Marci Manning, Jeanne Kanne, Tami Houston, Joanne Sieck, 
Nichele Reyhons, Denise Clausen. Row 2: Jodie Wilhelm, Chris Jackson, Karen Erickson, Janet Lohnes, Pam Thompson, Jean Christ, 
Traci Mathews, Karla Wigton, Jean Lauer, Jolene Frost, Connie Schroeder. Row 3: Julie De Voss, Kathy Knobbe, Kim Knudson, Pam 
Prentis, Holly Perkins, Cindy Sullivan, Rob Johnson, Bonnie Erickson, Jeanne Hanson, Karen Black, Michelle Monroe, Shelly Blake, Kris 
Thompson. Row 4: Linda Reese, Tammi Hamlin, Doreen Davis, Lisa Wilkin, Edith Maxey, Mary Joe Grace, Tammi Kell, Teri Nichols, 
Karen Pike, Ellen Hemesath, Lisa Ball , Sharon Kenney, Mary Maloney. 
Athena House 
Row 1: Anne Jensen, Sue Weber, Kay Larson, Vic Shoemaker, Cindy Warner, Becky Burdette, Sherri Jirak, Julie Phillips, Sue Godden, 
Susan Graham Row 2: Sherri Groth, Lois Hennessey, Carrie Spaight, Annie Grooms, Tammi Staker, Gail Conrad, Kathy Conroy, Paula 
Vailand, Gerri Kuhn, Amy Hohman, Darlene Calvedt Row 3: Julie Canfield, Mary Arkfeld, Marty Thielen, Liz McCowen, Sheryl Blake, 
Karen Schneider, Cindy Hagg, Charlene Bruha, Sarah Shirbroun, Pam Rahlf, Ann Welsh, Deanne Tomash. 
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Atalanta House 
Row 1: Glni Edson, Patsy Fahey, Cheryl Smith, Joan Wageman, Janine Wittman, Karla Mickelson, Kathy Manhart, Mary Cahill Row 2: 
Cindy Smith, Linda Stoltenberg, Tami Platt, Linda Gaskill, Pattie McGee, Lori Campbell, Jennifer McClure, Lori Meek, Kelly Mooney, 
Lynn Peterson, Jody Doyle Row 3: Kris Henke, Patty Larkin , Kathy Krall , Sharon Thompson, Kay Werthman, Vicki Hogan, Carol Reeve, 
Lorri Beyer, Gall Brlddle, Marla DePenning, Emily Pirillo, Sue Lythgoe Row 4: Betsy Knudsen, Sue Jacobs, Kelly Heller, Rose Scheitzach, 
Karen Strong, JoAnn Tjaden, Joy Kruse, Sharon Gradert, Janet Woeste, Cathi Clark, Janice Blockhus, Nancy Van Denover. 
Demeter House 






Row 1: Mike Ross, Tim Lincoln, Doug Abens, Ed Anderson, Peter Kelly, Curt Eslinger, Randy Suendsen Row 2: Kevin Highland, John 
Christensen, Steve Jepperson, Jim Kieffer, Bill Engler, Doug Friess, Dave Stamp, Dan Minor, Mark Raisch Row 3: Ed Ford, Jeff 
Suchomel, Bill Havekost, Kurt Proctor, Tom Nass, Randy Thomas, Craig Hanna, Leo Bertelsen, Matt Shook. 
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Hera House 
Row 1: Patrice Norton, Carmen Eggers, Holly Hoopes, Jill Richardsen, Jean Burn, Julie Avery, Cathy Chambers, Sue Davenport, Mary 
Gannon Row 2: Amy Breon, Chris Hastings, Barb Finnessy, Fred (Celeste) Simoff, Lori Ziller, Debbie Hoveland, Jill Frein, Clare Ellerman, 
Jane Maxey, Jean Squires, Sharon Phillips Row 3: Connie Whiton, Cheryl Crosser, Chris Berens, Jill Bredesky, Ann Montag, Helene 
Natvig, Cindy Howard, Julie Gunderson, Terri Shirbroun, Connie Dutcher, Lisa Huston, Row 4: Diane Gerlach, Cindy Ege, Barb Jensen, 
Cheryl Hilby, Carol Lengel, Wanda Strilich, Chris Saathoff, Julie Kenworthy, Marty Rhodes, Julie Formanek, Sue Schultz. 
Maia House 
Row 1: Tracy Bitley, Doug Olson, Kevin Steffen, Jeff Salmon, Mark Christopher, Pat Murken, Phil Kramer Row 2: Drew Huey, Kevin 
Swanson, Ed Ullrich, Dave Grandfield , Curt Becker, John Walling, Collin Dettman, Steve Ritter, Jon Hinman Row 3: Bruce Meisinger, 
Doug Bradley, Bob Sloan, Mark Whitham, John Bakewell , Chuck Ullrich, Dennis Beaver, Tim Otto, Todd Andrews, Bill Kiefer. 
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Niobe House 
Row 1: Beth Jackson, Sharon Gaulke, Tracy Young, Jacqui Pudenz, Chris Maeske, Sherri Kinseth, Jean McDonald, Barb Nell, Kelly 
McIntyre, Laura Lehner, Elizabeth Murray Row 2: Sherry Sollars, Mary McQuillen, Cardinal Gillete, Jill Pick, Linda Mayo, Kelley 
Alexander, Sandy Lineberry, Joann Kenworthy, Cheryl Turner, Sandy Fogle, Cindy Howe, Janice Gamble Row 3: Ann Kness, Mary 
Sinnwell, Julie Nelson, Ronna Santage, Eileen Slattery, Chris Luke, Liz Voecks, Cindy Von Ahsen, Kay Heller, Valerie Madson, Donna 
Westhoff, Sherry Graham, Geri Dodds Row 4: Zoe Ann Lamp, Karen Rollene, Marilee Feldman, Kim Heisterkamp, Kathy Marine, Peggy 
Anthofer, Tami Schebler, Tara Whitnah, Linda Hughes, Karen Bock, Jeanette Brake, Kathy Burke, Wendy Sumner, Ann Miller, Vicki 
Johnson, Nancy Opsal. 
O'Rion House 
Row 1: Bill, Jeff Lipcarnon, Bob LaRocca, Brian Nelson, Dyke Jones, Dave Meyer Row 2: Ken Hanson, Duane Miller, Paul Lubben, Steve 
Schoonardt, John Alpers, Murry Barrick, Randy Starkweather Row 3: Dan Sniffin, Drew Waddell, Scott Kiel , Tom Neuman, Mike McGee, 
Jeff Collins, Chris Sheldrup. 





Row 1: Sue Potts, Deb Housman, Annette Till, Peg Fahey, Jorja Jurs, Donna Westergord, Lori Peterson, Lori Patterson, Renese Church 
Row 2: Marcia McMahon, Betty Kucera, Marla Mueterthies, Nancy Tiedje, Nancy Sprowell, Cassey Finley, Diane Thoel, Sarah Westen-
dorf, Kate Stelmel, Chris Funaro Row 3: Julie Avenarius, Patricia Burgdorf, Diane Fry, Candy Blcok, Cindy Schmidt, Vada Walton , Tami 
Haverly, Karen Pecinovsky, Amy Pletchette, Sue Voight, Michelle Auld Row 4: Bonnie Mather, Donna Mohr, Kathy Sampson, Jan Kitch, 
Donna Shaw, JIii Jacobs, Cathy Carter, Cherie Medberry, Julie Feldman, Jeanne Butters. 
Phoebe House 
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Rider Hall was completed in 
1961 at the cost of $1,200,00. 
It was the first of the four re-
gent halls. It was named after 
Dwight G. Rider, Fort Dodge, 
President of State Board of Re-
gents, 1951-1956. It is pres-
ently a all mens dorm. 
Boies House 
Row 1: Tony Braun, Joel Schutta, Curtis Zahrt, Jeff Harrison, Denny Thoma, Mike Heaberlin, Scott Bretey, Tom Thuringer Row 2: Lindy 
Krohn, Bryon Ballentyne, Jim Harken, Don Wichhart, Dave Randle, Steve Behlers, Dan Olsen, Mark Classon Row 3: Scott Kiesel, Tim 
Koch, Dave Pinegar, Dave Bell, Lynn Nelson, Tom Marble, Mark Gilbertson, Brad Schulze, Tom Downing Row 4: Dan Roose, Jim Dahl, 
Gary Lagerstrom, Mark Kirk, Jason Smith, Phil Sorensen, Dave Carberry, Mike Weekley, Rick Brinkley, Keith Boever. 
Carpenter House 
Row 1: Mark Barch, Greg Chenoweth, Jim Miller, Brian Mohling, Jim "Gus" Gustaf, Karl Ehlers, Dan "little Bear" Co.rllett, Tim Caison, 
Mark Horak Row 2: Ken Alexander, Curt "Burt" Capper, Loren Keppy, Bill Foy, Mark Krug, Jeff "Smilie" Engelken, Craig "D-con" Aune, 
Tom "Savage" Savoy, John Stierman Row 3: Dave Shelton, Paul Eggen, Richard Schoeppner, Alan Humiston, Robert Boots, Mark 
"Fish" Fisher, Kevin Arnold, Curt Siefert, Dave Tigges, Jerry Bohr Row 4: Tony Hotchkiss, Dan Mohr, Jon Nelson, Dennis Wiese, Brian 
Allman, Howard Clancy, Dave Dahms, Pat Godar, Grant Brintall, Mich Fishel, Tony "Eatz" Eatwell. 
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Drake House 
Row 1: Dan Drexler, Otis Pichart, Pete Sunberg, Jon Freyer, Scott Hollander, Gene Dickey, Rich Ayers, Greg Cutler, Larry Fish Row 2: 
Steve Lind , Phil Wirtz, Robert Neiderhauser, Bob Brichetto, John Ickes, Jon Peterzalich , Cam Smith, Kurt Maxim, Craig Bittick Row 3: 
Pat McDonald, Boomer Judge, Lance Peters, Keith Hamilton, Leon Blankenfield, Bruce Baggenstoss, Dave Doerzman, Dave DeNato, 
Loomis Rodenberg, Dan De Rayner. 
Gear House 
Grimes House 
Row 1: James Dumar, Marc Ferguson, Steve Ehlers, Jeff Chambers, Dave Carson, Tom "Midget" Schultz, Bill Myat, Andy Sheston, Scott 
Desousa, Brian Masters Row 2: Dennis McGrath, Dave Groves, Dan Lett, Mark Murphy, Steve Wilgenbusch, Doug Lourens, Tom Dental, 
Marv Bruha, Andy Brannon, Mike Ungerer, Joel Griepentrog Row 3: Dan Schroeder, Steve Larson, Roger Flaskerud, Mike Huser, Joel 
Kane, Darwin Yossi, Joe Fosselman, Marty Postel , Mark Correl, Doug Both Row 4: Scott Plumbeck, John Schmidt, Kirk Hosteng, Dan 
Brown, Dan Dahms, Tom Smith, Vern Boenish, Mike Elsbecker, Wayne Davis, Tom Christiansen, Scot Mason. 
Jackson House 
Row 1: Randy Hassman, Jim Sacco, Dean Zarmbinski, Louis Rugger, Steve Carey, Dan Gordish, Mike Hay, Mark Morrison, Rick 
Shupbach, Kenneth Rose, Terry Blunt Row 2: Bob Gaffney, Al Petersen, Dean Eggers, Dave Thumm, Mike Sievers; Mark Miller, Rick 
Hodson, Jeff Hinton, Bruce Berg, Lamont Mommer, Bob Schnenden, Merlin Peters, John Cacciatore Row 3: Mike Arnould, Dave 
Sorensen, Brian Berg, Rodney Mann, Jeff Textor, Don Schwartz, Craig Nordlie, Mark Kwikkel, Kevin Smith, Gary Sherwood, Todd 
Galloway, Brett Walter, Roger Nearmyer Row 4: Grett Albert Rick Rodenbeck, Bob Hoffmann, Steve Vermilya, Steve Atzeni, Tom 
Eachus, Dave Kwlkkel, Mike Johnson, Harlan Olsthoorn, Tom Prenger, Rod Severin, Jim Sipfle, Dwight Wedemeyer, Mitch Streit, Jim 
Klingle. 
RIDER HALL 183 
184 Rider Hall 
Larabee House 
Row 1: Mark Monroe, Ted Savas, Don Vrzak, Josh Youel, Paul Walker, J.J. Haag, Larry Weig, Greg Mitchell, Brett Johnson. Row 2: Barry 
McDermott, Tim Sheehan, Scott Nierling, Dennis Sorensen, Mike Dent, Doug Griggs, Mark Niemeyer, Bill Norris. Row 3: Paul Stanard, 
John Rohde, Dennis Pope, Pat Wiley, Dan Franke, Wade Sick, Dirk Christensen, Mark Schmidt, Russ Johnson, Jim Johnson. Row 4: Mike 
Tindall, Kraig Dirks, Jim Wiese, Jim Martin, Dave Fry, Don Kramer, Tim Ray, Dave Ingersoll, Scott Hollingsworth, Tim Raymon. 
Sherman House 
Lloyd Trask, Tim Mullan, Jim Barnes, Tom Smith, Lane Beenken, Jerry Kennedy, Tim Fienup, Ned Fagg, Steve Havig. Row 2: Bruce 
Wedking, Bill Noke, Lamont Seckman, Carl Hotchkiss, Larry Funkey, Tom Dyer, Dale Murphy, Mark Young, Bob Wiley. Row 3: Glen 
Hemann, Kerv Tarter, Tony Fleweling, John Feld, Steve Matthews, Steve Paulsen, Mark White, Steve Seelhammer, Mark Fienup. Row 4: 
Curt Hawk, Scott Hauser, David Anderson, Greg Mangan, Dave Snyder, Greg Rasmuson, Dave Knaver, Brian Heweke, Steve Nicoll, 
Jason, Chris Perkins. 
Shull 
Hall 
Shull Hall is a all mens dorm built in 1964 
at the cost of $1,265,000. It was the second 
of the four regent dorms. It was named 
after Henry C. Shull, Sioux City, President 
of State Board of Regents, 1940-1951. 
I 
Shull Hall 185 
186 Shull Hall 
Carroll House 
Row 1: Steve Arnold, Brian Heck, Ken Tigges, Scott Binder Boneheaded Dog, Mike Schoen, Steve Papke, Jeff Green, Bill Donally, Dave Bennett, Randy Schultz Row 2: Bernie Schuller, Jerry Brown, Jeff Shaw, Mark Avoux, Russ Bryant, Brad Meewes, Mike Smith, Scott Roberts, Rob Bish, Jeff Bair Row 3: John Burke, Kevin Cruse, Dan Wadle, Dan Sweeney, Brett Phippen, Paul Barnes, Jeff Stavers, John Prather, Dave Shaw, Steve Harklau Row 4: Brian Relphs, Mark Papke, Bill Sturtz, Nick Nauman, Brent Ewell, Ross Thompson, Terry Speth, Ken Kortge, Tony Woodall , Jeff Hancock, Tom Boheman, Steve Hade. 
Clarke House 
Row 1: Tim Roller, Steve Engel, Mark Nurre, Craig McCollam, Mark Kelling, Dean Wuebker, Bill Failor Row 2: Dave Smith, Rick Ehrardt, Les Wright, Joel Huebner, Scott Anderson, Brad Repp, Mark Rohlk, Tom Wynn Row 3: Steve Mosebach, Kevin Van Heiden, Don Kohl, Rob Berry, Mark Oles, Jeff Schoemaker, Bob Cagley, Todd Griffee, Rick Vermazen. 
Cummings House 
Row 1: Charles Miller, Joeseph Kearney, Dennis McDonnell, Ronald Fry, Kevin Hanson, Douglas Fisk, Thomas Campbell, Scott Wright, 
William Raney, Shaun Kelly. Row 2: James Cahoy, Steven Sauer Michael Hendrickson, Larry Fangman, Michael Dass, Brian Menage, 
Dennis Karlan, Robert Hanson, John Fulwider, Douglas Schroder, Gary Jaehnel. Row 3: Brian Smith, James Hoy, Joeseph Steele, David 
Teeple, Roger Schulke, Richard Schoof, Joel Van / Vark, Allen Benson, Daniel West, Dudley Poppens, Mark Parham, Bradley Harlan, 
Larry Hadley. Row 4: Steve Johansen, Mark Fell, Douglas Tanner, Kevin Keyser, Robert Mittman, Philip McMorran, Craig Pool man, Rory 
Hill , Jeffry Schmitt, Keith Hays, Brett Long, Kevin Bigger, Renaldo Cade. 
Garst House 
Steve Brown, Stuart Malone, Chris Wasta, John Benton, Bob Dice, Steve Hlas, Craig Weeks, Jeff Baker, Steve Morrow, Randy Davis, 
Steve Tanner Gary Wheeler. Row 2: Cleophaus Burnes, Rick Evans, Dan Schofield , Hal Holder Bret Schwier, Jeff Parry, Steve Thomas, 
Kelly Weiss, Mark Franke, Brian Westphalen, Dale Tenbrook. Row 3: Terry Kahler, Dan Nurre Gary Schuler, Clark Conner, Kevin Luse, 
Craig Schwier, John Chermak, Tim Schallehn, Kevin Wedeking, Edward Fielmer, Brian Andrew, Lance Greco. Row 4: John Downey, 
Forest Stewart, Vey Kidney, Randy Robinson, Mark Hartung, Richard Grodoville, Dave Thomasson, Mark Gronemeyer, Craig Balmer, 
Dan Anderson, Alan Lem, Allen Purdy, Brian Peterson, Jim Atkinson . 
Shull Hall 187 
188 SHULL HALL 
Hammill House 
Row 1: Ken Eberhardt, Lonnie McMullen, Kevin Dahle, Dave Koflin, Paul Rodenborn, Chris Norman. Row 2: Brian Medd, Dave Rovner, 
Tim Kopriva, Karl Corbin, Jeff Plaehn, Dave Thilges, Marty Anderson. Row 3: Kevin Cain, Kevin Dietrich, Jim Viau, Dolliver Hocking, Kris 
Corbin, Todd Nuckells, Kevin Kluver. 
~arding House 
Row 1: Tony Petosa, Teri Formanek, Paul Stalte, BillBush, Brian Mead, Randy Stone, Ken Score, Randy Ingram, Dana McElwain, Row 2: 
John Haring, Wayne Schmidt, Dan Hammes, Bruce Wilson, Dan Quick, Steve Jesson, Mike Carta, Greg Cauther, Mark Reiter. Row 3: 
John Haddy, Gregg Havemann, Brent Lamb, Chuck Borjaun, Ray Cunningham, Steve Leslie, Pat Crowley, Brian Berryhill, Ton Wray, 






SHULL HALL 189 
190 GREEKS 
Alpha Chi Omega 
top row, left to right; Bonnie Mather, Marilyn McDonald, Tracy Swank, Julie Peters, Lisa Sampson, Maney Nugent, Kris Johnson, Beth 
Knickrehm, Lisa Sullivan, Mary Bergumd. middle row; Lisa Ackerman, Diane Coppage, Peg Samuelson, Ann Albert, Jean Beatty, Anna 
Kay Morrow, Jill Flora, Sha Wlnterhoff, Karen Douglas, bottom row; housemother-Deblehman, Jodi Benson, Susan Fish, Kris Vanwinkle, 
Karen Krajewski, Lisa Billingsly, Jan Flora, Jane Tucker, Janelle Clabaugh. 
Alpha Delta Phi 
first row; Angie Roan, Susan Weiwal, Deb Stickford, Dani Paulding, Karen Roberts, Penny Sutton, Jill Morris, Janet Roberts, Nancy 
Schlapkchi, Diane Visleshel. second row; Deb Howeland, Connie Whiton, Jeanne Whiton, Dee Tabor, Deb McClure, Gall Conrad, Sandi 
Davis, Ann Nichols, Cindy Sullivan, Pam Jones, Jennifer Bernat, Mary Beth Linehan. third row; Francie Hunchis, Cindy Krull, Cindy 
Hope, Julle Herrick, Deb Breen, Ann Manatt, Lori Anderson, Kelly Rubin, Joann Buhr, Dana Bruce, Deb Jorgensen. fourth row; Jamie 
Canada, Susan Young, Jody Dunlap, Kathy Zdychnec, Bev Gorman, Mary Schaefer, Diana Dietz, Betsy Wassenmean, Sherri Snow, Kim 
Oehlerlch, Lori Alexander. 
Alpha Phi 
Row One: Marianne Martens, Liz Triplet, Kristi Brown, Cheryl Smith, Kim McMahon, Linda Yohe, Cookie Kuebler, Rose Leber, Rwo Two: 
Linda Beavers, Sandy Buser, Diane Gadbois, Lisa Heuer, Sheri Hildebrand, Anne Mack, Susan Roach, Kim Ridgely. Row Three: Kim 
Wledmeyer, Lori Peterson, Linda Hurt, Peggy Rodgers, Linda Roach, Sue Neenan, Carol Avila, Terry Bentley, Lisa Juve. Row Four: Shelly 
Frieden, Sandy Stadola, Sue Lilly, Kim Rankin, Sue Boyle, Deb Orth, Diane Albrecht, Dorthy McCauley, Susie Buser. Not Pictured: Kim 
Gibbs, Carolyn Smith, JIii Vorthmann, Becky VanHauen, Jane Schmidt, Carole Dahl, Kim Albrecht, Shelly Trout, Teresa Schneider, Judy 
Vanderwilt, Sharon McCallister. 
Alpha XI Delta 
Back Row, left to right: Sue Green, Rami Wagner, Jan Danmire, Michele Manion, Denise Tatoian, Cathy Vanlandschool, Caryl Pointer, 
Rae Starr. Third Row: Shanna Van Deer, laura Criagh, Mia Hanson, Kim Knox, Sue Ricketts, laura Jackson, Jill Jacobs, Michele McKeon, 
Cheryl Haywood. Second Row: Dee Cafcules, Tracy Popa, Sue lythgoe, Kristi MacNeigh, Denise Brown, Deb Urich, Jane Drew, Vanessa 




Gamma Phi Beta 
Delta Chi 
Row 1: Steve White, Steve Adams, Brad Branch, Dennis Petersen, Jim Gibbons, Dan Stanislav. Row 2: Pat Major, Dan Fitzpatrick, Dean 
Marks, Dave Peyers, Terry Bolson, Ken Fate, Randy Arneson. Row 3: Kevin Barnes, Ed Schwienebart, Frank Weaver, Bruce Hellen, Tony 
Helsterkamp, Dave Junkmann, Gerry Fleming. 
Pi Kappa Alpha And Little Sisters Of 
The Shield And Diamond 
Row 1: Lois Dlouhy, Tammi Wagner, Julie Herric, Jeanne Whitton, Janice Van Pearson, Cindy Sullivan, Gail Conrad, Dawn Adams. Row 
2: Kristi Johnson, Sally Cole, Pam Eich, Francie Hunches, Tami Sell, Tracy Wolfe, Mary Bergland, Tracy Swank, Carol Avola. Row 3: Julie 
Furman, Mike Grahm, Matt Cox, Jody Dunlap, Sue Weewol, Jane Drew, Kathy Zyndnec, Dan Smith, Jeff Preis, Sue Helgason. Row 4: 
Mark Whitver, Ron Kral , Brian Vetter, Jeff Johnson, Kathy Lange, Nick Paglia, Greg Taylor, George Kuchenruether. Row 5: Scott Lewis, 
Randy Zimmerman, David Jones, Grant Wilsey, Dick Dobson, Craig Nichols, Jim Olson, Kirk Plagge. Not Pictured: Budge Johnson, Rex 
Ellison, Brad Craig, Mick Caldwell, Steve Decker, Steve Willet, Mike Arnold, Fred Waltower, John Hauser, Mellissa Denison, Christi 
Thorson, Hal Portor, Terry Lewis. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Row 1: Pam Jones, Cheryl Geer, Kayla Allison, Karen Woodiwiss, Susie Miller, Sally Sullivan, Jody Doyle. Row 2: Gary Westemeyer, 
Duane Miller, Dan Gollogly, Larry Funke, Doug Freyer, Ted Bragge, Lane Beenken. Row 3: Mark Fuglsang, Scott Crampton, Ron Rychel, 
Jay Gallagher, Jeff Wilson. Row 4: Dean Harrington, Roger Rupiper, Jack Roddy, David Grandfield, Billy Oaks, Bob Dentel. Row 5: Dan 
Trepp, Jon Freyer, Pete Kurtz, Bob Wegand, Mike Bissell , Ken Tarter, Shawn Koen. Row 6: Jon Geiger, Kevin Meacham, Glenn Hillis, 





Mavis J. Ackerman 
Richard A. Admire 
Barbara J. Ahrens 
Mary Ann P. Ahrens 
Natalie M. Allen 
Randee H. Allen 
Gilman J. Anderson 
Theresa K. Anderson 
Joseph D. Angaran 
Myra Anthony 
Sandra L. Anthony 
Jerry K. Ask 
Judy L. Aswegan 
Debra J. Bader 
Nancy T. Baker 
Susan J. Baldwin 
Bonnie S. Barnhill 
Judith A. Barr 
Peggy A. Barrett 
Murray R. Barrick 
Michael C. Barron 
Jeff A. Barry 
Kevin L. Bauer 
Nancy E. Bauer 
Larry L. Beall 
Dennis E. Beaver 
Diane K. Beckett 
Cynthia J. Berger 
Gary R. Bergmann 
Jennifer A. Bernat 
Susan A. Berner 
Roger Bertling 
Pearl L. Bethel 
Rhonda Bettinger 
196 SENIORS 
Kenneth S. Bianchi 
Glenn N. Biere 
Denise A. Bigley 
Vickie Blaisdell 
Sheryl D. Blake 
Loras J. Bleckenstedt 
Amy Block 
Janice E. Blockhus 
Julie Bloomgrust 
Jane F. Bock 
Dara J. Boelman 
Debra L. Bollinger 
Pamela G. Bradner 
Kim R. Bradwell 
Jan M. Brannaman 
Sherrie L. Branson 
Mike J. Bredesky 
Becky Brickman 
Judith C. Brimeyer 
Teresa D. Brooks 
Steven L. Brown 
Charlene A. Bruha 
Russell A. Bryant 
Debra K. Bryson 
Dennis F. Bunkers 
Cynthia A. Burgess 
Paula R. Burnett 
Charles R. Burrell 
Mark A. Byers 
Timothy J. Byington 
Tamarra J. Byrd 
Darlene L. Caltvedt 
Jonetta M. Cameron 
Jamie Canada 
Lisa R. Carlsen 
SENIORS 197 
Kaye L. Carlson 
Timothy L. Carlson 
Nancy A. Carron 
Dianne Casey 
Nancy M. Caslavka 
Thomas J. Cate 
Dennis J. Cauterucci 
Diane G. Chapman 
Lisa M. Charipar 
Larry M. Christ 
Beth A. Clapp 
Debra W. Clark 
Michael P. Clark 
Mark E. Cleary 
Cindy L. Cleverley 
Stacey L. Cline 
Anne L. Cohen 
Pamela S. Condon 
Robert C. Conklin 
Doreen K. Conley 
Patricia J. Correll 
Holly M. Cote 
Mark D. Courter 
Stephanie J. Cousins 
Jean M. Craig 
Alan D. Cramer 
Rhonda L. Crase 
Thomas D. Cremer 
Deborah A. Crowley 
Maureen Casey 
Joseph P. Cunningham 
Connie S. Cuthbert 
Ellen L. Dahl 
Linda S. Dake 
Wayne F'. Davis 
198 SENIORS 
JoAnn Decker 
Mark D. Decker 
Dana C. Deines 
John Demro 
Marla B. Depenning 
LeeAnn Dereus 
Collin C. Dettman 
Rachel E. Dewall 
Sandra J. Didier 
Cynthia K. Dingman 
Sandra E. Dirks 
Cindy A. Ditch 
John R. Dockendorff 
Anita D. Doehrmann 
Nancy A. Donovan 
Dennis M. Doyle 
Diane L. Dralle 
Kathy Drenter 
Jane K. Drew 
. Renee M. Duffy 
Jody K. Dunlap 
Nancy J. Durham 
Virginia Dvorak 
Phil A. Dyrdahl 
Thomas C. Eachus 
Magdalene Eash 
Marla L. Ecklund 
Lori A. Eggers 
Kathy L. Eglehoff 
Duane A. Eichenberger 
Nancy J. Eichman 
Ronna L. Eide 
Janice E. Eisma 
Debra S. Emken 
Eric E. Ernst 
SENIORS 199 
James J. Erredge 
Kerry P. Erts 
Ronald L. Esser 
Jean M. Feller 
Deborah L. Fernow 
Nathan A. Fernow 
Anne R. Finch 
Denis A. Finch 
Cheryl Finer 
Nancy Fish 
Karen K. Forbes 
Jan M. Foth 
Denise L. Freel 
Patrick D. Freeman 
Douglas M. Freyer 
Susan B. Fritz 
Diane M. Fry 
William N. Gabelmann 
Delores N. Garbes 
Dennis C. Gardner 
Michael J. Gast 
Alvin J. Geiger 
Barbara J. Gerleman 
Dorothy L. Gibson 
James D. Gilgen 
Lila F. Givens 
Caron Y. Gleason 
Roxanne M. Goedken 
Lori L. Golden 
Peggy A. Goodale 
Beverly J. Gorman 
Sharon K. Gardert 
Mary E. Grady 
Al L. Graham 
Jill L. Graham 
200 SENIORS 
Meredith L. Granger 
Janell R. Grapp 
Brian Graybill 
Betty L. Green 
Teresa L. Green 
Cheryl A. Greer 
Jone M. Guderian 
Kris G. Gulick 
Gary D. Gullett 
Norma A. Hagen 
David L. Halverson 
John D. Haning 
Jeanne M. Hansen 
Teresa L. Hanson 
Kathleen G. Hardy 
Tori A. Hart 
Karla A. Hartogh 
Cindy L. Haugen 
Bill Havekost 
Debra J. Heath 
Joyce F. Heims 
Jennifer Helgerson 
Heidi Hendrix 
Janet M. Herbers 
Kevin E. Hesson 
Steven M. Heysinger 
Kimberl A. Hickman 
Kevin D. Hieber 
Diann M. Higgins 
Ellen R. Hill 
Kenton C. Hill 
Becky K. Hines 
Leanne S. Hinrichs 
Juli K. Hoeg 
Rhonda L. Hoover 
SENIORS 201 
Cindy Hope 
David E. Horney 
Robyn M. Howe 
Robert Huffman 
Kimberly K. Hummel 
!Benny D. Huseman 
Kathy A. Ingersoll 
Diane E. Ingle 
Michael J. Inman 
Mark G. Irwin 
Rhonda L. Jackson 
JoAnn James 
Marcy R. Jame 
Larry D. Janssen 
Steven C. Jensen 
Keith Johnson 
MaryAnn Johnson 
Michele J. Johnson 
Paul D. Johnson 
Valorie L. Joseph 
Sandra K. Jorgensen 
Ann L. Katschkowsky 
Judy A. Kelly 
Lu Ann Keltner 
Mary E. Kelzenberg 
Teresa R. Kennedy 
Julie M. Kenworthy 
Kathlenn Kessler 
Vey L. Kidney 
Thomas E. King 
Susan D. Kingrey 
Cynthia A. Kirvin 
Debbie Kladstrup 
Diane Kleen 
Jolen K. Klein 
202 SENIORS 
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Rebecca S. Kleitsch 
Shirley A. Knapp 
Roxane Kock 
Kim E. Kolbeck 
Pattie M. Koons 
Mary E. Krapel 
Betty M. Kucera 
Karen K. Kuebler 
Margarete D. Kuncaitis 
Sherryl A. Kuper 
Carol J. Lamb 
Alan J. Lampman 
Kathryn J. Lange 
Diane L. Lansman 
Ann P. Larkin 
Patricia A. Larkin 
Debora F. Larson 
Lynn Larson 
Lynn Leibold 
Joan W. Lensing 
Kris M. Lewis 
Pamela S. Lewis 
Susan K. Lindaman 
MaryBeth Linehan 
Debra K. Littler 
Ronda K. Lock 
Jill G. Lockard 
Patrick G. Loyns 
Katherine E. Lundberg 
Mark P. Lundberg 
Debra A. Luther 
Terry F. Lynch 
Joan M. Mackovets 
Michael R. Magee 
Paula Maricle 
SENIORS 203 
Lisa B. Masters 
Rose M. Mauss 
Barbara J. McClintock 
Jeanne M. McCrea 
Kimberly A. 
McDanielrobuck 
Janice A. Mclaughlin 
Marcia G. McMahon 
Steve M. McVay 
Bruce K. Meisinger 
Stephen V. Merkey 
Lavonne S. Merritt 
Mary Mertz 
Lori A. Meyer 
Kim M. Meyers 
Jill A. Michaelsen 
Denise M. Mikels 
Barbara J. Miller 
Duane T. Miller 
Gordon R. Miller 
Janice K. Miller 
Jean M. Miller 
Kristi L. Mino 
Kathy S. Mishler 
KelleS. Modderman 
Ann D. Moetsch 
Daniel L. Mohr 




Marabelle L. Morgan 
Maureen K. Moran 
Sherri R. Muhlenbruck 
Stephen A. Mullenberg 
Patrick R. Murken 
04 SENIORS 
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Helen R. Natvig 
Pamela A. Navara 
Catherine M. Nefzger 
Jim D. Neiderhauser 
Joyce E. Nelson 
Lauri C. Netz 
Deb L. Newhard 
Nguyen Van De 
Mary Jo Nielsen 
Karen L. Nissen 
Jane C. Noecker 
Peter J. Noll 
Lisa Noring 
Tim M. O'Brien 
Marcia K. Oleson 
Kristi L. Olson 
Timothy P. O'Neill 
Douglas W. Ophe_im 
Ron A. Orr 
Laura J. Otto 
Edward S. Owen 
JoAnn Palmer 
Diane M. Pape 
Anne L. Parks 
Patricia A. Parsons 
Sara J. Patrick 
Marie 8. Patton 
Marylys A. Pearce 
Douglas Pearson 
Deborah R. Pelland 
Julie J. Peters 
Donita Peterson 
Sara J. Peterson 
Deborah S. Petrzelka 
Judy Plersma 
SENIORS 205 
Elise M. Pilkington 
Emily L. Pirillo 
Denise E. Pisel 
Mary Plazzon 
Darwin Polk 
Keith W. Poolman 
Shella M. Pottebuam 
Mark S. Potter 
Kathleen S. Powell 
Laura Primus 
Kurt A. Proctor 
Angela Quint 
Pam A. Rahlf 
Constance L. Richards 
Lance E. Riggle 
Dennis L. Roberts 
Jack W. Roddy 
Margaret Ann Ross 
James E. Richards 
Brian E. Rolland 
Kari L. Rolland 
Karen L. Rondeau 
Brian E. Roth 
Julie Ryan 
Cindi A. Sackett 
Regina K. Salemink 
Jon C. Samuelson 
Sheryl A. Schachterle 
Joeleen M. Schachtner 
Jill D. Schafer 
Rosanne M. Scheltzach 
Kathryn A. Schantz 
Chris J. Scheldrup 
Jaulene Schick 
Cynthia L. Schile 
206 SENIORS 
{t 
Jill A. Schlindwein 
Cynthia Schmidt 
Kaye K. Schmidt 
Kathleen M. Schmitt 
Sharon A. Schnepel 
Michael F. Schoen 
Koleen W. Schriever 
Marie I. Schroeder 
Linda Rae Schulz 
Debbie A. Schwarzkopf 
Linda R. Shatzer 
Morris H. Shaw 
Jean L. Shepherd 
Donna Shoger 
Sharlene A. Siebenga 
David W. Siedenburg 
Julie M. Simon 
Jean Skram 
Sharon A. Sloan 
Mark L. Slotterback 
Brian L. Smith 
Cynthia S. Smith 
Duane J. Smith 
Judith C. Smith 
Sheila M. Smith 
Sue L. Smith 
J~ff rey L. Spence 
Kim W. Sprain 
Susan M. Spraker 
Charlotte M. Stadler 
Sandra L. Staebell 
Janet L. Stahle 
Jayne Staley 
Jan E. Stamper 
Mary K. Stamper 
SENIORS 207 
Michael L. Standwick 
Steven J. Staples 
Douglas A. Stark 
Debra K. Station 
Kathryn Stead 
Kevin F. Steffen 
Dan 0. Stephens 
Shellie L. Stephens 
Michele R. Stinnett 
Kimberly A. Stoll 
Sharon K. Stout 
Janilu F. Strand 
Margaret M. Sulentic 
Sally A. Sullivan 
Tammie J. Sweeney 
Jeffrey A. Swisher 
Debra L. Tande 
Trudy R. Taylor 
Sherry D. Teeter 
Julia A. Tekippe 
Bruce C. Thatcher 
Linda J. Thieman 
David M. Thilges 
Cheryl Tigges 
Raeann Thomas 
Denise C. Thompson 
Teresa S. Thompson 
John P. Toale 
Julie A. Townsend 
Terri L. Toye 
Joyce E. Treinen 
Beth A. Treloar 
Brenda J. Troup 
Randall Tsaden 
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Margaret M. Ubben 
Ann L. Udelhofen 
Richard. D. Umsted 
Scott C. Utterback 
Greg A. Valley 
Nancy J. Vandenover 
Greg D. Vanpelt 
Debbie J. Verwers 
Carl R. Vinson 
Deanne M. Voy 
Brenda Walker 
Lorraine V. Walker 
David Wanamaker 
Christine M. Warner 
Michelle A. Waterman 
Susan K. Watson 
Kristi S. Wedemeler 
Stephen F. Weeces 
Rhonda K. Wehling 
Merri J. Welland 
Susan K. Weiss 
Joyce M. Wellman 
Peggy S. Wenzel 
Gary R. Westemeyer 
Steve D. Westerberg 
Kaye E. Wheeler 
Robert L. Whipple 
Edward W. Whitcomb 
Jeanne J. Whiton 
John Wicke 
Lorene K. Wickersham 
David B. Wieland 
Gary H. Wlezorek 
DeeAnn Willenbring 
Jill R. Williams 
SENIORS 209 
Greg Allison 
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Barbara M. Keppers 
Jeff Koch 
Marica Kpppendryer 
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1009 W. 23rd ST ., CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 50613 BOX ~86 PHONE 319 266-7581 
A Store of t•f•ff.te@,_ 




by . . . 
6130 UNIV. AVE. 




By Appointment PH 277-9972 
Bergs College Drug 
across from the campus 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
HOME SAVINGS 
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
You can always count on help from 
HOME 
Downtown and Crossroads Center Waterloo 










We Deliver Daily 
The Banh with YOIJ in mind 
Cedar Falls I TRUST & 
SAVINGS 
,: BANK • 
COLLEGE SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER 
Equal Opportunity 
Lender 
Keith's Jack & Jill 
2025 College Street 
ADAMS TV 
and 
STEREO 
2016 College 
Cedar Falls 
ll 
